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Preparing for
the worst
Around 30 people
braved the weather
to learn what to do
in the case of a
shooter | Page 3

Sports and
advertising,
sitting a tree...
Columnist Josh
Whetherholt is
concerned by the
growing relationship
between sports and its
advertising | Page 4

A 'greener'
Bowling Green
Junior Elizabeth Warther
writes that the city of
Bowling Green has
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signed into a contract

A POSITIVE ATTITUDE: Marge Stewart, a cashier in The Falcon's Nest, rings up a student's total When

'MAKING THE SUNDIAL. THE SUNDIAL': Jan Emch. prctured above, recently created her own bucket list'

with a coal-fired plant

asked what is her favorite part of working as a cashier, she answers immediately. "The kids. I love 'em."

detailing what she wants to do after she retires, but for now. she is a student favorite cashier at the SunDial.

for energy in a letter to
the editor | Page 4

Still going
to transition

Falcon's Nest cashier likes to
make students 'feel at home

SunDial cashier advises

By Theresa Scott
Reporter

By Mich.ll. Boss.rman

House Republicans
I defeated a bill to

students to enjoy life
Reporter

postpone the transition
from analog to digital
television broadcasting
yesterday | Page 5

I

A primer for
the real world
This month's In Focus
section hopes to help
prepare students for
jobs and internships
by providing advice

i

on finding the
internship, resume
writing, interviewing
and more | Page 7

Falcons defeat
Ball State

In a world that is sometimes full of negativity, Marge Stewart is
doing her part to make students' days a little more positive.
Most students know Marge Stewart as the cashier at the Union
who always knows their name. Stewart's positive attitude and
the personal connections she makes with students has made her
something of a celebrity on campus.
Stewart, who has worked for University Dining Services for
eight years and has been a cashier at the Falcon's Nest for the past
two years, is a native of Pittsburgh and moved to Bowling Green
when she was very young.
She wears a falcon on her shirt and Pittsburgh Steelers earrings
to work and is willing to swap football stories with any Steelers
fan on campus.
Stewart, who remembers being a people person since she
learned how to talk, puts effort into making personal connections with students and customers every day.
"I think relating with students personally makes them feel a
little more at home," Stewart said. "Especially the (freshmenl
'Baby Falcons'; they sometimes need to feel like somebody really
cares about them."
Stewart's friendly personality has certainly affected many stu-

Janet Emch has traveled through 47 states in the same summer
and plans to zip-line in Mexico and travel to China after she
retires. In the meantime, students can find her working at the
Kreischer SunDial.
Janet, or "Ian" as everyone calls her, is currently a classified
cashier who is very popular with students.
"We love her!" sophomore Nick Torresso said, "She's so personable."
Jan, a graduate of Bowling Green High School, hasn't always
been a cashier at the SunDial. She started working for the
University back in 1983 and has had several different positions.
Jan became the first woman hired as grounds keeper at the
University in 1984 and worked her way up to become the horticulturist in charge of running the greenhouse.
"At one point in time when I first started, the greenhouse was
my favorite thing to do," Jan said. "I have a green thumb and I love
color and design. It was just fun."
The scorching heat and humidity in the summer of 1991 finally
took its toll on her, so she moved on with a position as a supervisor in the campus post office. After five years at the post office,
and a one-year break for personal reasons, Jan returned to the
University in 1997 as a coordinator at the Black Swamp Pub and

See MARGE | Page 2

See JAN | Page 2

BG beat Ball State
last night by a sound

A WINTER WONDERLAND

62-58, despite f
State's efforts to
stage a second-half
comeback that was

Group wants students to quit smoking
By Craig Vanderkam
Web Editor

shut down by Chris
Knight | Page 9

A new quit-smoking group
offered by Student Health
Services is looking to be more
addictive than nicotine.
An informational meeting for
a quit-smoking group is scheduled for tomorrow at 4 p.m. in
Room 170 of the Health Center.
The group, which will meet
for about six weeks, is not limited to smokers, but is also for
people using chewing tobacco.

Carrie Arndt, who earned certification as a tobacco treatment
specialist through the Mayo
Clinic, feels she has the support
of the University.
"Helping people with tobacco
use is something the University
has wanted to focus on," Arndt
said.
For the University, the opportunity presented itself through a
grant opportunity by the Ohio
Department of Health.
'They were giving grants to
colleges and universities for

smoking education," Arndt
said. "We applied for that and
were one of two universities in
the state to be [provided] the
grant."
Topics of discussion for this
group will include stress reduction, progressive muscle relaxation, visualization and how to
cope with stressful situations,
Arndt said.
There is no cost or obligation
See SMOKING | Page 2

Snow storm causes deaths, power failures
'..'.

What did you do with
your snow day?

By Patrick W.lt.ri
The Associated Press

KEVIN McCANN
Senior. History

BENIOHMAN ! THE BG NEWS

"I moved furniture."

A SNOWY DAY: Students head to evening classes as the winter weather clears up. The

| Page 4

University canceled classes till 5 p.m yesterday after a now emergency was declared.

PHILADELPHIA —A destructive winter storm left more
than a million customers in
the dark before barreling into
the Northeast on Wednesday,
delaying flights and turning
the morning rush into the
morning slush as communities braced for the worst.
The storm has been blamed
for at least 23 deaths and a

glaze of ice and snow that
caused widespread power failures from the Southern Plains
to the East Coast. Authorities
said it could be a week before
some communities have electricity again.
Tree limbs encased in ice
tumbled onto roads and
crashed onto power lines in
hard-hit Arkansas, Kentucky
and Oklahoma on Tuesday
and overnight. In Arkansas
— where ice was 3 inches

thick in some places — people huddled next to portable
heaters and wood-burning
fires as utilities warned electricity may be out for a week
or more.
David Stark had an adventurous trip on Interstate 71 to
get to work in La Grange, in
northern Kentucky.
"The roads look clear but

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
fc

Copper Beech
• FREE High-Speed Internet Connection
• FREE Expanded Cable Television
• FREE Shuttle Service to Campus
• FREE Trash Removal
» FREE Washer & Hrypr
_
• FREE Dishwasher
t ...and so much morel

See STORM | Page 2
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HAVE A WITTY OR FUNNY CAPTION FOR THIS PHOTO?

MARGE

Ryan Quellhorst
Ryan is a senior majoring in engineering technology. Coming
from the small town of New Bremen, Ohio. Ryan knvs Howling
Creen lor its light knit community and also the Hrathaus bar.
I le enjoys playing guitar and also playing videogames, but has
resisted combining the Iwu passions by not jumping on the
Guitar Hero Ixindwagon.

MICHAEL WEIGMAN THE BG NEWS
YOUR CAPTION HERE: Submit your caption to caption.contestSbgviews.coin or
.«com for your chance to have your photo and yout caption appear in next
, ■. issue of The BG News Be sure to include your contact information to be
considered for the contest Winner will be selected by The BG News.

BLOTTER
4:00 P.M.
Jeremy Wallace. 25. of Weston.
Ohio, was cited for railroad
trespass after he was observed
on CSX railroad property in the
process of stealing steel tie plates.
William Wildman. 47. of Cygnet.
Ohio, was cited for railroad trespass after he was found in possession of CSX property.

TUESDAY, JAN. 27
8:38 A.M.
Complainant reported a white
Haulette trailer was taken from
Absorbant Products on Woodland
■

2:32 P.M.
Complainant reported a juvenile
at Kenwood Elementary School
brought a poclcetknife to school
and allegedly threatened to stab
another child

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

Available for 2009-2010
PETS ALLOWED
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
Vat 16.2009 to August I. H09

with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517E.Reed
403 High Street

EFFICIENCIES

825 Third Streel

451THURSTIN AVENUE

802 Sixth Street

Across Ihe sun Ira* OMM

831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full batti
Assigned parting and laundry in the building

640 Eighth Street

One Person Occupancy Only

841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street

5370 00 per month
School Vear-895.00 per month

733.755.777 Manville

ETHAN MAGOC

IHE

P(, NEWS

THE WINNER: BG player' "You know what I hale, referees"
Michigan player: "Don"
BG player: "There's one right behind me. isn't there?-

SMOKING
From Page 1

to the group: it is just for anybody who may be interested In
quilting smoking.
^ would jiistlllcB to see as many
people as possible come out,"
Arndl said. There is no time or
date set [after the informational
tneetingl; this will be determined
by the people in the group."
Matt Onslow. a freshman,
chews tobacco and is excited
about the group's potential.
"It is great that the University
is starling a Igroupl to help students become healthier in their
habits and lifestyles," Onslow
said. "This is something I would
consider attending."
Another student, a senior who

STORM
From Page I

you can't do over 40 niph," he
said during a stop at a convenience store for gas and food.
"There's a lot of black ice. I
slipped and slid everywhere."
Since Ihe storm began
building on Monday, the
weather bad been blamed for
at least six deaths in Texas,
four in Arkansas, three in

requested not to be referred to
by name, has been smoking for
years and is hopeful the group
can help him quit.
"It has been very difficult for
me to quit because of the stress
related to finances, school, work
and life in general," he said.
"I lopefully this group will help
me find healthier ways to deal
with stress and end my dependence on tobacco."
For Arndt, her family history
plays a role in her drive to help
others. Her mom died last year
from lung cancer at age 59, and
her husband is now 12-weeks
free from chewing tobacco.
"It is a personal passion of
mine to be able to help anybody
in anyway to look at their smoking and achieve their goals," she
said.
Virginia, six in Missouri, two
in Oklahoma, and one each
in Indiana and Ohio. Winter
storm warnings were in effect
from Texas to New England
yesterday.
Power was being restored
to thousands of residents of
Oklahoma, which was spared
the destruction caused by an
ice storm that killed nearly 30
people and darkened a halfmillion homes and businesses
for days about 13 months ago.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Fum Or Unfurn One Bdrm. One Bath.

Furn OrUnfum One Bdrm, One Bath.

One Year -One Person • SVO 00 pet month

One Yeat • One Person - 85500 per month

One Year • Two People • 89500 per month.

One Year - Two People • $405 00 per month

School Year - One Person - S4G5.0O pat month
School Year - Two People • S5<000 pet month

School Year • One Persor • $39000 pet monft

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm. One Bath.

Fum Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.

One Year ■ One Person • 855 00 per month.

One Year • One Person • 855 00 per month.

One Year • Two People - S395 00 per month
School Year - One Person • SMO 00 per month

One Year -Two People S41500permorrth
School Year - One Person - $41500 per month.

School Year • Two People - S*55 60 per month

School Year - Two People - $485.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET-Pels Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. 0> Unfurn One Bdra One Bath.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm. One Bath

One Year • One Person • $41100 per month

Ore Year - One Person • $370.00 per month

One Year • Two People ■ $440.00 per month.

Ore Year - Two People - $410.00 per month

School Year • One Person - 5*65 00 per month

School Year - One Person • $435 00 per month

Snc]l Year -Two People -$495 00 per month

School Year - Two People ■ $485 00 per month.

School Year • Two People ■ $420.00 per month

521 E. MERRY- Near Ottenhauer.

Fum Or Unfurn One Bath S Extra Vanity

Furn Or Untu'n Two Bdrm, One Bath

One Year - One Person - $43000 per month.

One Year • One Person - $455.00 per month

One Year - Two People - $530 00 per month.

One Year ■ Two People - $565.00 per month

School Year - One Person - $500 00 per month.

School Year ■ One Person - $545.00 per month

Schocl Year • Two People - $63000 per month

School Year • Twc People - $665 00 per month

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Fum Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms, 1.5 Bath

One Year - One Person • $41000 pet month
One Year ■ Two Peop'e • $490 00 per month.

One Year • One Person • $44000 per month.

School Year ■ One Person - $460 00 per month.

School Year • One Person - $500 00 per month

School Year - Two People - $590 00 per month

School Year • Two Peopie - $590.00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn OrlWum. One Bath W Vanity in Bdrms
One Year - One Person - $420.00 per month.

Fum. Or Unfurn Two lull bafts.
One Year - One Person ■ $490.00 per month.

One Year - Two People - $520.00 per month

One Year - Two People • $540 00 per month

School Year - One Person - $49000 per month.

School Year One Person ■ $550.00 per month.

School Year • Twc People - $520.00 per month.

School Year - Two People - $550,110 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET-PetsAlkwed

Fum 0' Unfurn. One BathSHall Vanity.
One Yea'- One Person ■ $415.00 per month

Ooe Yeat - One Person • $43000 per month

One Year - Twc People -$475.00 per month.

School Year ■ One Person - $480.00 per month

School Year - One Person - $465 00 per month.

School Year • Two People • $565.00 per month

Sen sol Year - Two People - $5(5.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

One Year • Two People - $49000 per month

Fum Or Unfurn One Baft 8 Hall Vanity.

OUR Lift!

One Year • Two People • $49000 per month

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon

Unfurnished 1.5 baths, dishwasher

Fum Or Unfurn One Baft, hal vanity
One Year ■ One Person - $415.00 pat monft

One Year - One Person - $430.00 per month

One Year - Two people ■ $47500 per month.

One Yeat • Two People - $530.00 per month

School Year - One Person ■ $46500 per month.

School Year - One Person - $495.00 per month.

School Year ■ Two People - $555.00 per monft.

School Year ■ Two People ■ $630.00 per month.

Apply right now!

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

visit our website at www. johnnewlovereale8tate.eom

Go to www.glasscityfcu.com and
download your application today."

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH {Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00

JAN
From Page 1
cashier in the Union.

"It was so hard to get a job at the
University; 1 was just lucky," Ian
said. "I was glad. It's a lot of fun
to work on campus."
Maybe the fun she's referring to
is all the students who go through
her line and know her by name
even when she's not at work.
"She makes the ISunlDial,
'the |Sun|Dial'," sophomore and
SunDial frequenter Ben Bojicic
said, "She always has a smile on
her face; she's always happy."
Dining Services Manager
Michael Drane, who has been at
the SunDial for three years, has
worked with Ian for about a year
and a half.
"Her work ethic is phenomenal
and she is extremely personable
with the students." Drane said.
Ian has many reasons to be
happy these days. She recently
started creating a bucket list, a
list of things she hopes to accomplish after she retires. She hopes
to start crossing things off that
list.
"I love to travel. I always tell
people if you get the chance to,
travel," Jan said. "My friend went
zip-lining in Mexico and I'm terrified of heights, but now it's on
my list because it sounds fun!"
While she's not conversing
with students while she cashiers,
she likes to dance, play golf and
pool, listen to jazz and hang out
with friends. And she has plenty
of stories, like how she can't read
music butcan pick up any instru-

ment and just play in tune.
"It's the strangest thing, but
I was always able to just play ...
a guitar, piano, anything," Ian
said. "However, I've never done
karaoke before; that's on my list
now!"
Working at the University for
the past 25 years and living in
Bowling Green for the past 10,
Ian has seen a lot of changes
in the community. Among
those changes is the Cla-zel
theater, which recently turned
into an entertainment venue in
December.
"It's a nice change. The look of
the place is really nice and I like
when they play jazz," Ian said,
adding, "lust the other day a student told me he saw me while I
was there dancing!"
Ian loves the students and
loves interacting with them, but
she tries going out at night to
places where students won't see
her.
"I'm a jokester, everyone
knows I mess with them," fan
laughed. "There are nights when
I go out with friends and don't
necessarily want students to see
me, but on other nights I try to go
to as many events on campus as
possible."
She goes to Dance Marathon,
hockey games, rival games versus Toledo and as many other
things as she can manage. There
are so many things to do on
campus, it's hard not to miss
something, Jan said.
"The one thing I try to tell students is, whatever you do in life,
enjoy it or it will never work," she
said with a smile.

[SRR^INBlBR^ig a®®©

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behmd Kinkos

From Page I

dents. Throughout her eight-year
«tay at the University, Stewart
has made connections with
some student customers she still
stays in contact with through email and birthday cards, Stewart
said.
"It doesn't surprise me that 1
have stayed in touch with people," Stewart said. "Sometimes
you just meet somebody and
you just know right away that
they are going to be your best
friend."
Stewart, who remembers
growing up in Bowling Green
and visiting the lunch counter
at Woolworth's Drug Store every
Saturday with her father, has been
a big supporter of the University
and the town throughout the
decades.
"The town has changed so
much since then, but I still find
so much that I absolutely love
about it," Stewart said. "Maybe
more now."
Stewart lives just on the outskirts of town with her 16-yearold daughter, Katharine, and her
husband, Dave. As a mother, she
tries to pass along to her daughter the same values her father
passed to her.
"My father always told me
there is too much negativity in
the world," Stewart said. "He
always reminded me that you

have to be positive and I have
lived by that."
Stewart's positive attitude has
certainly not gone unnoticed
with students at the University.
"I love Marge!" sophomore
Allison Overman said. "She is so
positive. I always try to get in her
line."
Even her co-workers are
sometimes surprised by how
constantly upbeat Stewart is.
Susan Sadoff, general manager
of the Falcon's Nest, explains
that Marge is always refreshingly
cheerful, even if she is not in the
best of moods.
"If she is having a bad day, the
customers would never know
it because she does not let that
translate into her work," Sadoff
said. "She is our constant cheerleader and |is| always willing to
help out in any way possible."
When Marge learns a student's
name or asks how their day is
going, she genuinely wants to
get to know a student better and
make their day better, Sandoff
said.
"She is just so genuine. It is surprising and refreshing to meet
someone like that," Sandoff said.
Marge, who blushes when
praised, does not see anything
unusual about how she interacts
with students and customers. As
a people person, she said, it just
comes naturally.
"I just love trie kids so much; I
do from the bottom of my heart,"
Stewart said. "I come to work
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Students gain knowledge in
dealing with campus shooters

Thursday. January 29.2009 3

ON A SEARCH FOR WALL ART

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

About 30 people trudged
through the snow and slush yesterday to learn how to best stay
safe in the evetit of a campus
shooting.
Most were members of the
Graduate Student Enhancement
Program at the University, and
they were attending a training
event called "Shots Fired."
The majority of the training was done with a video, but
before pressing play, Director
AUNPiRACHA THE BO NEWS
of Public Safety lames Wiegand
asked those in attendance an POSSIBLE SITUATIONS: Director of Public Safety James Wiegand and Manager of
Employer Relations Marsha Setio discussed how to respond to an "active shooter situation "
important question.
"If today I walked in the door
Pol ice have no idea when they video was simply to take an
here and started shooting, what
would you do?" Wiegand asked first arrive who is and who is active role instead of waiting or
the crowd. "By the end of this not a threat, he said. Let police letting the shooter take charge.
video you will have a mindset of know you are not by calmly
Schnieder said the video gave
what it takes to survive in that raising your arms and spread- him new ideas and, rather than
scaring him, made him feel
ing your fingers.
type of situation."
"There is no profile of a shoot- more prepared.
In the video, narrators outlined a plan for those in shoot- er," Wiegand said. "We know
"I wouldn't say I'm scared," he
ing situations to stay as safe as that anyone could be involved said. "It's uncomfortable that
we have to think about it, but
possible: get out, hide out, take in this type of situation."
Practical ideas of how to pre- I'm not frightened that it's going
out.
The first and best option, a pare for and handle a shooter to happen."
GradSTEP director Barb Peck,
narrator said, is to simply get situation at the University were
away from the shooter. If that also discussed after the video. who organized the event, said
doesn't work, hide. And if hid- Having an escape plan ready, overall she thought the it went
ing isn't an option, the shooter looking lor warning signs and very well. Even though only
signing up for the BG Alert sys- about 30 of the original 70 who
has to be confronted.
signed up made it, she said, takNarrators told viewers the tem were options discussed.
"Really we all have a role in ing the weather into account,
best preparation is simply to
have the right mindset. Having making the campus a safer the turnout was pretty good.
Peck said she thought the
a plan ready, knowing where place," said Kim Miller, risk
the exits are and not waiting for management director at the video provided a good place
someone else to take action arc University. "We're really just for people to start making their
some of the best ways to sur- trying to build a culture of pre- own plans for safety. She said
paredness if, God forbid, this what people do with the trainvive, they said.
After the video, Wiegand talk- should happen at BGSU."
ing is personal and an individThird year graduate stu- ual choice, but the training can
ed about police training, what
officers will do and how others dent Jeremy Schnieder said he help them get started.
"With the info that's provided
should respond. Ile stressed the thought the training was very
importance of remaining calm helpful. He said the most impor- here, it gives everyone the same
tant idea he took away from the starting point," she said.
when officers arrive.

INDIANA JONES,' MAYBE?: Joshua Velazquez, a freshman majoring m construction management, loob through some movie post
ers fof his dorm room The UAO-spomo'ed poster sale is going on today and tomorrow in the Union Ballroom

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some evpnis talen from evenKbgsuedu

5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Winter Beer Tasting
Union 207

7 - 8:45 p.m
Russian - American Song
and Film

7:30 pm
Arts and Sciences
Distinguished Visting
Writer: Robert Olmstead

8:00 prUniversity Activity
Organiztion's Pub Fights:
Pictionary

A reading wfl be done by Robert Olmstead
Ths is free and open to public

Black Swamp Pub

Prout Chapel

Gish Theater

Notre Dame starts food compost plan
By Madalina Buckley
U-W.re

On average. Notre Dame students waste 5.03 ounces of food
ever)' meal. So junior Sarah Cline
is working to implement a composting system, in which food
wasted in the dining halls would
be converted into fertilizer,

instead of rotting in a landfill.
Cline. a junior and member
of GreeND, won the. United
Nations' "Climate Crews'' competition with the help of last
semester's GreeND president
Lourdes I-ong. The competition
called for students to submit a
plan to improve the environmental impact of their school. '

Cline entered a proposal to
change the way the university's dining halls get rid of food
waste
"There is a lot of food waste
in the dining halls that can't be
recycled, but it's better if it's not
just thrown in a landfill.'' she
said. "They can use it as fertilizer
and it's really helpful."

Two UM profs share their views on stimulus plan
By Benjamin S. Chasa
Wire

WhilepoliticiansinWashington,
D.C. debate over how to lead
the United States out of its current recession, two University of
Michigan professors have their
own ideas to add to the discussion.
According to business professor Joel Slemrod and economics professor Matthew Shapiro,
tax rebates shouldn't be a
significant part of the federal
economic stimulus package
under consideration in the U.S.
Congress.
Though the S825 billion
American
Recovery
Reinvestment Plan, proposed
by President Barack Obama
and Congressional Democrats
includes $275 billion in rebates
for taxpayers, Shapiro and
Slemrod's research shows that
the plan isn't likely to have a
substantial economic impact.
Research by the two professors on the last year's $152 billion Economic Stimulus Act
— which provided tax rebates

"... the rebates in
2008 provided low
'bang for the buck' as
economic stimulus."
Matthew Shapiro | UM professor

for low- and middle-income
families and tax incentives for
business investment — found
that the package didn't provide
the intended economic boost.
"Because of the low spending
propensity, the rebates in 2008
provided low 'bang for the buck'
as economic stimulus," Shapiro
said in a press release. "Putting
cash into the hands of the consumers who use it to save or pay
off debt boosts their well-being,
but it does not necessarily make
them spend."
In a survey of more than
2,500 people, Shapiro and
Slemrod found that 80 percent
of Americans who received a
tax rebate as part of the 2008
Stimulus Act either saved the
money or used it pay off existing

debt. The remaining 20 percent
said they spent at least part of
their rebates.
The survey also found that
older Americans were the most
likely to spend their tax rebates,
with 28.5 percent of people over
the age of 65 spending their
rebatechecks, compared to only
11.7 percent of people under the
age of 29.
Most individuals who qualified for last year's Stimulus Act
received between S300 and
$600. Couples who filed jointly received between $600 and
$1,200. Parents with children
received an additional $300 per
child.
Intended to inject more
money into the economy, the
percentage of people who actually spent their rebate money
was significantly lower than
expected when the package was
first proposed.
"Putting cash into the hands
of the consumers who use it to
save or to pay off debt boosts
their well being, but it does not
necessarily make them spend."
Shapiro said.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

WHEN YOU'RE

HUNGRY!
WE ARE OPEN
FOR BREAKFAST AND
HERE FOR YOU!
WE ARE EVEN HERE ON
THE WEEKENDS TOO!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

HOURS MON-FRI
7:30 am-2:00am

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

WEEKEND HOURS
Sat. 9:00am-2:00am
Sun. 10:00am-2:00am

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

BOWEN-THOMPSON

Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue » Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

STUDENT UNION

520 E. Reed St. $525/month
525 E. Merry St. $525/month
507 E. Merry St. $525/month

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to campus
• Tenants pay electric only

FORUM

"I think relating with students personally makes them feel a little more
at home. Especially the [freshmen] 'Baby Falcons'; they sometimes
need to feel like somebody really cares about them."
- Marge Stewart. Union cashier, on making a personal connection with students
and customers [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What did you do onyour snow day?
"I slept-

"I did homework."

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

Alts not "green "in
Bowing Green

PHILIP, CAM Y<wmi OS.
THE AWSwEg. TO tVuMgE-B.

In response to the article
"The Myth of Clean Coal" in
Tuesday's edition, it is necessary
to discuss the city of Bowling
Green's recent entrenchment
into the "clean coal" fantasy.
In the last year, the city has moved
away from an expansion project of
the wind farm and signed into a
contract with American Municipal
Power-Ohio to buy power from a
proposed coal-fired power plant to
be built on the Ohio River in Meigs
County.
Trie contract restricts the city into
buying a steady amount of wattage
per term for fifty years, regardless of
coal price increases, cheaper renewable energy or cap and trade laws
by the government which would
drastically increase prices. The plant
itself was proposed as using "clean
coal technology," which is debatabfy feasible at best, but nowhere
in the contract docs it hold AMP
to do so
From an environmental standpoint, tlie plant will join four other
coal-fired plants in a ten mile radius If built the plant will cause an
increase of localized surface and

underground mining, construction
of a landfill for coal waste and even
poorer air conditions for the local
residents. It is also almost certain
that some coal for the plant will
come from mountain top removal
sites, a mining process that basically
flattens mountains in an attempt to
extract coaL
On Feb. 5, the Fjivironmental
Action Group will be havinganevent
in the Union to further explore tlie
negative effects of the contract with
AMP-Ohio. Trie community and
students are encouraged to come
and lean more about the contract
and to hear tlie testimony of FJisa
Young, a Meigs County activist
With catastrophes such as tlie
Tennessee Valley Authority Spills, it
is time to turn away from coal-fired
power. Here, the community has
an opportunity to save themselves
economically and to help others
environmentally. It only makes
sense to do the right thing, and
make Bowling Green as green as it
can be.
—Elizabeth Wimlier.lwim
HNVS major

By Alt* Comisar
U-Wire

AsGeorgeW. Bushcasuallystrolled
away from the White House last
Tuesday morning, bound for the
farthest reaches of anywhere but
here, weary America stood still
for a moment and basked in the
silence of disbelief.
This can't be real, many
thought. Eight years of handwringing and head-shaking eight
years of excruciating embarrassment and eight years of "Yes, you
heard me correctly; that's what he
said" — they all ended in a single
moment along a cold, icy driveway with a smile, a wink and a
wave When the helicopter finally
took off, I could have sworn 1 saw
my life flash before my eyes.
I was 13 years old, just getting
used to life in the seventh grade.
I had heard there was a looming presidential election — I even
knew the candidates' names
— but to be honest. 1 was sick of
everyone talking about it.
Mom wanted Gore; Dad was
leaning toward Bush. But I vividly
remember a brief conversation I
had with my history teacher on
Nov. 6,2000, the eve of the vote.
"People are saying this is going
to be pretty exciting" I said to
him.
"Yep. It's a big one. Biggest in a
long time," he replied
"Who do you think is going to
win?" I asked.
"Bush. And I don't think it will
be that close.''
Years later, as I join millions of
American 20-somethings struggling through the confusing worid
of undergraduate education, I
can't help but see the timewom
face of our 43rd president and
realize that we are all, whether
we like it or not, George W. Bush's
children.
Everything we have learned
and accomplished as adolescents
exists within the confines of an
era forever defined by President
Bush and his actions Our political, moral and social values—our
worid views — have been invari-

ably shaped by one of the most
tragically misguided, but decidedly important, men in American
history.
Some historians say when
we look back on the Bush era
decades from now, we will see
within it the fall of a nation—that
the last eight years of our lives are
but a liistory lesson in waiting
something to be taught alongside
the tragic collapses of the world's
great empires.
But where does that leave
Bush's children? What are we to
do with the understanding that,
though we are strong we have
spent our most formative years
smothered by failure, disenchantment and, yes, war?
Surely coundess generations
before us have faced the same
questions. Certainly the American
children of the World War 11 era,
cutting their teeth among the
horrific images of genocide and
nuclear war, eventually found
occasion to wonder whether they
had been unfairly deprived in
childhood of the right to understand prosperity.
Even so, our generation stands
alone. For we, as young learners,
were deprived of the tight to be
• proud of our country. We were
deprived of tlie right to trust the
men and women who governed
our rights and future responsibilities. We took our first classes
about the Constitution as our
president tore it to shreds. We
read case studies on classicism as
hundreds of Lower Ninth-Ward
New (>i Iranians stood on their
roofs to escape the water, and
frantically waved their hands at
passing helicopters. Our collective past is one of the bleakest
stories in our nation's history. Its
all we really know.
So here we are in lanuary of
2009. A new administration has
taken office with a new, seemingly
better style of government They
promise transparency, unity and
change. But we are apprehensive.
How could we not be? We know
very well what disappointment
is
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Advertising and sports go together like peanut
butter and jelly, but you can only eat so much
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We are a Bush generation
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MICHELLE ALATORRE.
Sophomore.
Education

DANIELLE CRUM.
Sophomore.
Interior Design

COREY ROGERS.
Sophomore.
Undecided

1 played tetris."

"I rearranged my
room"

We've just left the college bowl season with what seems like over a
million sponsors ranging from the
Tostitos Bowl or the Capital One
Bowl, and we are now on the cusp
of the next Super Bowl which will
mi doubt invade our eyes and ears
with advertisements everywhere as
usual.
Advertising and sporting events
have always gone hand in hand,
but now they have surpassed simple
hand-holding and have straight Up
tied tlie knot, with our stadiums
and half time reports adopting the
sponsor's name
Whether it is the "Chevrolet 1 lalf
lime Report brought to you by
Burger King" or "this third down is
brought to you by Sony," ads have
overrun sporting events to a ridiculous extent It seems like everything
is "brought" to us by someone these

days, and it makes me wonder what
is next in the relationship between
advertising and sports.
Our athletic institutions have had
a demon knocking on the door for
a long time now, a demon known
as advertising I know ads were in
athletics everywhere all the time,
in your face to an insane degree,
but in about the last decade or so it
has been taken to a new extreme
Stadiums and arenas which were
normaly named after some original founder or legendary coach, or
maybe even the family that owned
the team, are now dubbed with
some lame-sounding advertisement/sponsor name.
Those vvho still pay homage
to Cleveland teams know exactly
whet 1 mean. Tlie famous Jacobs
Field in which the Indians played
for years has now been renamed
Progressive Field, much to the ire of
many Indians faithfuL And Gund
Arena former home of the Cavs,
was renamed to the god-awful
Quicken loans Arena There is
already enough advertising once
you get into any stadium, minor

league or major, that it makes it
almost pointless to throw a terrible
sounding name onto a stadium.
How much more advertising can
be thrown at the public whilst at
a sporting event? Is the next step
going to be racehorses with sponsor stickers all over their bodies a
la NASCAR or football teams with
ads on their helmets instead of their
teams emblem? Maybe teams will
just adopt company's mascots as
their own, such as the Green Bay
Geko Geckos or the San Jose Chevy
Silverados.
The next step is for our college and
liigh school teams to be infiltrated to
the extent professional sports have
been. Instead ofDoyt Perry Stadium
here in Bowling Green, it will be tlie
Subway Stadium. Anderson Arena
will be renamed Gamestop Arena
and our professors will even start
their lectures by saying "this lesson
is brought to you by the good people
at McDonald's"
The only positive I can see out of
this would be that companies and
their lust for advertising would be
a good tool to convince the NCAA

to implement a playoff system for
football because then eway game
would be big, and they could all be
chock full of sponsors to create new
consumers between every down,
time out and water break. Forme,
that would be a proper trade off due
to the abhorrent way the BCS system is run, but that is a completely
different discussion for another day.
Advertising is overrunning everything in our lives at this point and
soon everything will be sponsored.
Your high school graduation will
be sponsored by Clean & Clear,
even your birth will be sponsored
bylohnson&lohnsoa Advertising
has advanced so much in the past
decade or so, especially in the athletic field, but will the remaining sanctity of our society and sports teams
still be intact in another decade? Not
if the sponsors have anything to say
about it.
This column brought to you by
the all new Chevy Equinox
—Respond to Josli at
theneus&bgnews.cvm

Not having a Facebook doesn't have to kill your social life
By Nikki Jafwman
U-Wire

look for me on lacebook (like you
haven't already). No luck?
That's because 1 don't have one. 1
did for a hot second when 1 graduated high school, but by the time
I had started college I had already
deleted it Now as a junior I don't
feel like I Ve missed anything by not
having one.
This annoys people If I had a
dollar for every time someone told
me to make one or that they would
make one for me, I could buy some
serious state-of-the-art noise-canceling headphones.
First off, 1 don't want pictures
of myself floating around on the
Internet Rveryone facebook-stalks
everyone else and I d really like to not
be a part of that It's weird and creepy
to see people go through other peoples pictures.

k

When people are on lacebook in
class, 1 like to watch hi M long | * 11| >lr
took at certain pictures and what
kinds of people they're looking at
How awkward would it be to be
there when some person you don't
really know is going through all your
pictures? Or worse, while the/re sitting in the front row of a crowded
classroom where everyone behind
them can see?
Then theres the matter of revealing
your interests hobbies, muskal and
cinematic tastes, major and other
personal infbniiation. I'd rather peopie get to know me by spending time
with me rather than skimming some
Web site for infomiation. I don't want

someone to ask me if I like bands
they already know I like or if I Ve seen
movies IVe listed as favorites. That's
cheating
Listing your status is usually either
really taring or really interesting For
example: "Nikki is today I put lighter

fluid on my roommates desk when
she wasnl there and when slie got
back I gave her a candle as a gift and
when she lit it the entire desk explod ed," versus "Nikki is studyinggggg"
In defense of their Facebook
obsession, people claim they use
the Internet networking site to keep
in touch with old friends. In reality,
people grow apart
.De-friending individuals makes a
statement; it says, "I have upward of
500 Facebook friends but you and
I are finished and youre not even
going to realize it for another week"
Facebook has changed the way
people get to know each other and
has made it necessary to document
every moment as a photo and a status.
Consequently, I fed like I have
to duck away from cameras so I
11' mi show up on random peoples
Facebooks and have all 11 u 11 friends
comment "How funny is that girl

in the background?'' (I bring it up
because I love making fun of the
people in the background They
either have the most honest facial
expressions or they catch the light
the wrong way and look like Erruly
Rose)
As much as people find out about
events on campus or parties on
Facebook, they also stay in and sit
in front of their computer in their
rooms tor hoursonFaoebookinstead
of actually talking with people.
Students often find it easier to send
a message than to talk to an acquaintance I at r it 1 larr. However, making
a habit of this only makes it harder
for them to approach people, which
wont help them out in life.
Not having a MySpace, Facebook,
MyFace, BookSpace or any other
foterrietnetwoddngprofileisasource
of pride for me. My social life has not
suffered in the least, and not having
one makes me totally mysterious.
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Gulfport mayor accused of
homeowner's fraud .
By Holbrook Mohr
The Associated Press

JACKSON, Miss. — The mayor of
a Mississippi city devastated by
Hurricane Katrina pleaded not
guilty yesterday to charges he lied
to get disaster assistance to repair
his damaged beachfront home.
Gulfport Mayor Brent Warr is
the highest-ranking public official
so far to be charged with fraud
related to the storm that slammed
the Gulf Coast on Aug. 29,2005.
He and his wife, Laura, pleaded not guilty in federal court to
charges in a 16-count indictment
that was issued Ian. 22 but not
made public until yesterday.
Brent Warr declined comment
when contacted yesterday on his
cell phone. He said in a statement
the charges have nothing to do
with his role as mayor and he will
continue to run the coastal city of
about 73,000 people 80 miles east
of New Orleans.
The mayor and his wife are
accused of seeking a homeowners assistance grant for a stormdamaged beachfront home they
owned but did not live in. The
government is seeking forfeiture
of $222,798. Warr, 45, and his wife,
43, also are accused of making
false claims to their insurance
company.
This inquiry has been going on
for more than a year now, and we
hope and pray for a much faster
resolution," Warr said in his statement. "We have entered a plea
of not guilty. Out of respect for
the justice system and the government, I will not speak further
about the claim made against us."
U.S. Attorney Dunn Lampion
declined comment.
Warr's attorney, Joe Sam Owen,
said the charges all center on
whether the stately white house
with tall columns was the couple's primary residence when the
Katrina hit.

By Jotll* Tculcr

WASHINGTON — Bucking the
Obama administration, House
Republicans on yesterday
defeated a bill to postpone the
upcoming transition from analog in digital television broadcasting to June 12 — leaving
an estimated 6.5 million U.S.
households unprepared for the
currently scheduled Feb. 17 switchover.
But the battle over a delay may
not be over, with some predicting the House will take up the
measure again next week.
Yesterday's 258-168 House
vote failed toclearthe two-thirds
threshold needed for passage
in a victory for GOP members,
who warn that postponing the
transition by four months would
confuse consumers.
House Republicans say a delay
also would burden wireless
companies and public safety
agencies waiting for the spectrum that will be freed up by the
switch, and create added costs
for television stations that would
have to continue broadcasting
both analog and digital signals
for four more months.
The defeat is a setback for
President Barack Obama and
Democrats on Capitol Hill, who
maintain that the Bush administration bungled efforts to ensure
that all consumers — particularly poor, rural and low-income
Americans — will be ready for
next month's analog shut-off.
The Obama administration had
no immediate comment on the
House vote.
Despite yesterday's setback,
House Democrats are not out of
options.
Gene Kimmelman, vice president for federal policy at the

Man
commits
suicide
over
mortgage
By Thomas Watkins
The Associated Press

TIM ISBELL I AP PHOTO

HOT GUILTY: Mayor Bteni Warr and his wife. Laura, give a brief statement to the media as
they leave the federal courthouse, yesterday, in Gulfport. Miss.

Brent Warr bought the house in
2004andwasalmost finished with
renovations and close to moving
in when the storm blew ashore,
Owen said. He was already staying there some nights.
"He was just around the comer
from the entire family moving in,"
Owen said.
Mississippi Auditor Slacey
Pickering, whose office was
involved in the investigation, said
the Warrs face up to 210 years in
prison and S4 million in fines if
convicted on all counts.
The charges include conspiracy
todefraudthefederalgovemment,
making false statements to the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency and insurance fraud. A
■rial is set for April 6.

Pickering said his office — part
of the Katrina Fraud Task Force
along with other state and federal agencies — had filed Katrinarelated charges against some two
dozen people in the past year and
had 100 other cases under investigation. 1 le did not provide details
about the other investigations.
Warr, a first-term Republican
mayor and wealthy businessman,
was sworn in just weeks before
the storm ravaged the area and
had been praised for his leadership. He was mentioned in 2007
as a possible candidate for the U.S.
Senate seat vacated by retiring
Republican Trent Inn, but said at
the time he had too much work to
do helping Gulfport recover from
Katrina.

Republicans squash bill
delaying digital switchover
The Associated Press
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Consumers Union, which has
been lobbying for a delay, said
he hopes the House will bring
the bill up again for a regular
floor vote, which would only
require majority support to
pass. Yesterday's vote took place
under a special procedure that
required two-thirds support for
passage.
House Commerce Committee
Chairman Henry Waxman, DCalif., said he is working with
the Obama administration and
congressional leaders to explore
all available options.
"A clear majority in Congress
supports postponing the transition and providing assistance to
the millions of households that
are unprepared," Waxman said
in a statement.
Wednesday's House vote
came two days after the Senate
unanimously passed the bill,
sponsored by Senate Commerce
Committee Chairman John D.
Rockefeller, D-WVa. The Senate
is expected to vote on the bill
again — possibly as early as
Wedhesday night — to incorporate minor changes in the House
version so that it can go directly
to the White House for President
Obama's signature if it clears the
House next week.
Congress in 2005 required
broadcasters to switch from analog lo digital signals, which are
more efficient, to free up valuable chunks of wireless spectrum to be used for commercial services and interoperable
emergency-response networks.
The Nielsen Co. estimates
more than 6.5 million U.S.
households that rely on analog
television sets to pick up ovcrthe-air broadcast signals still are
not prepared for the planned
transition.
Still, Jonathan Collegio, vice

president for the digital television transition al the National
Association of Broadcasters,
argues the Nielsen estimate may
overstate the number of viewers
who are not ready. He noted that
the numbers exclude consumers who have already purchased
a converter box but not yet
installed it, as well as those who
have requested coupons but not
yet received them.
What's more, consumers who
subscribe to cable or satellite IV
service or who own a TV with a
digital tuner will not lose reception.
Speaking on the House floor
late Tuesday, Joe Barton of Texas,
the top Republican on the House
Commerce Committee, insisted
a postponement is not necessary.
"We could do nothing worse
than to delay this transition
date," Barton said in a statement
Wednesday. "The bill is a solution looking for a problem that
exists mostly in the mind of the
Obama administration."
Barton led the push to scuttle
the bill, which passed the Senate
on Monday night after lawmakers in that chamber struck a
bipartisan compromise. Senate
Democrats won over Republican
support by allowing broadcast
stations lo make the switch
from analog to digital signals
sooner than the June deadline
if they choose and permitting
public safety agencies to take
over vacant spectrum promised
to them as soon as it becomes
available.
But those concessions did not
placate most Republicans in the
House. Only 22 Republicans
voted for the bill, while 155
voted against it. Among House
Democrats, 236 voted for the bill
and jusl 13 voted against it.

January/February SPECIAL
10% OFF monthly market rate

LOS ANGELES — Los Angeles
police say a man who apparently shot himself after killing
his wife and their five children was awash in debt and
planning to leave California.
Detective David Cortez said
yesterday that Ervin Lupoe
was at least one month behind
on his mortgage. He says the
40-year-old Lupoe owed at
least $15,000 to the Internal
Revenue Service and thousands more on a line of credit.
Lupoe and his wife, Ana,
recently were fired from their
hospital jobsafterbeinginvestigated for lying about their
income to qualify for cheaper
child care.
Cortez says Lupoe planned
to lake his family to his
brother-in-law in Garden City,
Kan. The family's vehicle was
packed with children's clothing and snow chains.
The bodies of Lupoe and his
family were found Tuesday.
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Police supervisor guilty of thievery
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— Federal grand jurors have
indicted a former Alabama
police supervisor accused of
stealing evidence money, faking his abduction and flying to
Las Vegas to try to win enough
cash to pay off debts.
Authorities say 48-year-old
Faron White of Falkville was
trying to stage his disappearance to cover up more than

$5,000 missing from northern Alabama's Decatur Police
Department.
Federal marshals caught up
to White in a Las Vegas hotel
on Jan. 5. It was three days after
he was seen working late in his
office.
Prosecutors
yesterday
charged White with theft from
a program that receives federal
funds. White was fired from the

■A

Faron White
A former police
superivsor accused
of stealing evidence
money

force and is in jail.
A police volunteer accused of
helping White stage his disappearance was also indicted.

Man imprisoned for promoting prostitution
By Mark Scolforo
The Associated Press

HARR1SBURG, Pa. — A man
who helped operate a prostitution and money laundering
ring that recruited underage
girls and reached at least 15
states was sentenced to 25
years in federal prison.
Franklin Robinson, 39,
of Toledo, Ohio, had pleaded guilty in March 2007 to
conspiracy and to inducing,
enticingand coercing women
to cross state lines to engage
in prostitution.
Heidi Havens, a spokeswoman for federal prosecutors in central Pennsylvania,
described the ring as a confederacy in which Robinson
was considered one of the
most influential figures.
Robinson, also known
as Michael Tucker, Silk and
Silky Red, coordinated and
controlled
prostitution
activity at truck stops and
his advice was regularly followed, Havens said.
Authorities said the women
were controlled by violence
and intimidation. Robinson
was quoted in his federal

indictment as saying he had
beat a prostitute to the point
where both of his hands were
swollen. He also once threatened to cut the throat of a man
he thought was causing trouble
for one of his girls, according to
the indictment.
The ring's activities in
Harrisburg were centered at a
truck stop and went back at
least to 2001. The investigation
began with evidence of underage prostitution developed by a
similar FBI probe in Oklahoma
City, prosecutors said.
The federal indictment said
at least nine of the ring's prostitutes were underage girls
when they were brought into
the world of prostitution, and
one was just 12 years old. It also
said Robinson once paid S600
for a 17-year-old girl.
Other charges against
Robinson were dropped when
he was sentenced on Friday by
U.S. District Judge Yvette Kane.
Messages left yesterday for
Robinson's lawyer, Stephen I.
Becker, were not immediately
returned.

Fourteen
co-defendants
have already been sentenced in
the case and one other awaits
sentencing. The sentences have
ranged from time served to 35
years.
Prosecutors
said
the
ring operated in Arkansas,
California, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana,
Maryland, Michigan. Nevada,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginiaand Washington,

D.C.

Have an event
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It s easy! Advertise
with The BG News today
and gel the word out!
Visit 204 West Hall oi
(,ill 419-372-2605 to
spoak with a sales
representative today.

*

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.^B
2009 Leases
. 133 1/2 South College
3 Bdrm, 2 Bath, $900/mo.
• 824 5th St. 4 Bdrm,
2 Hath $1000/mo.,
4 Peope Allowed
• 2 Orchard Circle 4 Bdrm,
2Bath,$1100/mo.

August 2009 Leases
• 227 South College 3Bdrm.
1 bath $975/mo.
• 239 Manville 4 Bdrm,
2 Bath $950/mo.

Student Housing for 2009/2010

meccabg.com

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Call 419-806-4429
www.frobuscrentaIs.com
FOR CURRENT LISTING

FKOBOSI-:

RKM

VIS

• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2009'
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.

445 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Hours:
Mon Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am lpm

•119 152.071/

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.qieenbriarrenttils.corn
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Highway
racial case
underway

Strickland proposes plan to
alance $50 billion budget

By John Secwer
The Associated Press

GARY UNDER* i AP PHOTO

TREE DOWN: Rick Lucas of the Dayton Department of Public Worb prepares to move
a residents car aftet an ice-coated tree branch fell across a street yesterday morning.

aaH

Snowstorm takes life of
Cincinnati superintendent
The State Highway Patrol
also says that it had wrongly
reported the death of a driver
near Pindlay.
That driver was injured but
not killed in one of numerous
accidents that shut down the
north bound lanes of Interstate
75 in northwest Ohio.
In aH, the patrol had reports
of 581 accidents statewide—65
with injuries — from Tuesday
afternoon through noon yesterday.

CINCINNATI (API —Thestorm
burying Ohio under snow arid
ice has left one person dead
near Cincinnati.
Authorities near Cincinnati
say a man who worked as assistant superintendent of public
works in Indian Hill died after
his pickup truck collided with
one of the village's salt trucks
yesterday.
Killed was 42-year-old Kelly
Sullivan of Goshen. The driver
of the salt truck was admitted
to a hospital in good condition.
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Power outages cause
unrest, patience u
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STRICKLAND'S PLAN: Gov. Ted Strickland delivers his third Slate o( ihe Stale address yesterday in Columbus. Ohio

Governor Strickland proposes to not raise taxes
Andrew Wclsh-Huggins
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Gov. Ted
Strickland said yesterday lit'
won't raise taxes but warned
of sacrifice as government programs are reduced and a variety
of fees are increased to balance a
S.">0 billion state budget amid an
economic recession and declining tax revenues.
Inhis State of the Stateaddress,
Strickland said he'll balance the
new two-year budget, which
faces a S7 billion deficit, with the
help of federal aid and by reducing State Spending,
Strickland noted massive job
losses across the country and in
the state, and acknowledged the
future won't be easy as he'll ask
Ohioans and businesses in the
state to pay more in fees, lines
and penalties.
"The time has come for us to
Stare truth in the face," he said.
The Democrat's speech also
called for a dramatic overhaul
of Ohio's school funding system,
boosting the state's share of the
cost and lowering what taxpayers are expected to contribute to

their local schools.
The plan will take the state's
share of education funding to
55 percent, an amount that will
grow to 5S percent once the plan
is completely implemented, he
said.
Republicans pegged the cost
at S750 million annually. State
budget director Pari Sabety confirmed the approximate figure

but declined to discuss how the
state would pay for it.
Strickland releases his budget
and full details of his spending
plan Monday.
The Ohio Supreme Court has
repeatedly ruled that Ohio's system of relying on property taxes
to pay for schools is unconstitutional because it creates disparities between rich and poor
districts.
Strickland also announced
several other major changes to
Ohio education, including an
expansion of the school year
by 20 days to an average of 200
days.
He also proposed expanding health care coverage to
offer insurance to every child
in Ohio and called for restoring
passenger rail service between
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Cleveland for the first time in
40 years.
House Republicans were
"befuddled" by Strickland's
speech, said House Minority
I eader Bill Batchelder of
Medina.
He noted the lack of specifics
in the school funding plan, as
well as how many of the programs will be paid for.
Republicansalsocritici/.edthe
use of federal stimulus money
— one-time dollars — to pay for
programs that will need funding
year after year.
There was an awful lot promised there and I'm not sure we're
in a position to do it," Batchelder
said.

He said Strickland's pledge
of not raising taxes would have
tn be examined in light of his
admission that he will raise fees,
which Batchelder said could
often masquerade as taxes.
Sabety defended the fee
proposals but wouldn't give
details before Monday's budget

announcement
"These are user lees for people
using a particular service of the
state," she said. "They're often
fees related to regulation and
that kind of thing."
She said the federal stimulus
money can be used to pay for
health care, schools and higher

ed.
Among other education proposals, Strickland is calling for
a continued tuition freeze for
the state's community colleges
and regional campuses of Ibur-

year institutions for the next two
years.
He's also proposing a tuition
freeze in 2010 for Ohio's fouryear public colleges, with the
2011 increase not to exceed 3.5
percent.
The budget to be released
Monday will providing funding
to universities to cover the cost
of the freeze, said Ohio State
University president Gordon
Gee, citing a briefing he received
on the budget.
"This is a very significant level
of support for higher education,"
Gee said. "It is about making
ixlucation accessible and affordable and maintaining its quality."

CINCINNATI (API —Officials
are urging Ohioans to be
patient in the face of a snow
and ice storm that has cut
power to more than 172,000
customers statewide, mostly in southern and central
Ohio.
Department of Public
Safety
spokesman
Tom
Hunter says some customers may be without be power
for two days.
Power lines are being
pulled down by snow topped
by ice topped by another
layer of snow.
As of about 4 p.m. yesterday, Duke Energy was
reporting more than 32,000
outages in southern Ohio
and northern Kentucky.
About 21,00(1 of those were
in Ohio.
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POWER OUT: A car slid into a utility
pole, breaking the pole, in Cincinnati
yesterday, causing power outages

The Ohio Highway Patrol,
embarrassed last year by troopers taking part in prank involving what looked like a Ku Klux
Klan outfit, faces new allegations of racist behavior
Former trooper Matt Johnson
accuses his old boss and another trooper of making or allowing racist jokes, according to a
lawsuit filed Tuesday in Ohio's
Court of Claims in Columbus.
Johnson, whoiswhitc.accuses
trooper liric Wlodarsky of making racist comments about him
because his ex-wife was married
to a black man and because hehas biracial relatives.
Johnson, who is seeking
damages of more than S25.O00,
alleges his former supervisor
ignored his complaints about
the comments and then set out
to fire him.
All three worked at the
Highway Patrol Post in
Mansfield. Wlodarsky later
transferred to the Sandusky
post where he got fired for taking part in a KKK-type costume
prank.
A patrol investigation found
that he took a photo of another trooper who was wearing a
white cone, mask and cloth, on
the day before Martin Luther
King Day last January. He was
reinstated in November when
an arbitrator ruled that the firing violated a union contract.
Johnson's lawsuit isn't related to the costume prank, but
it does dredge up new allegations of racist behavior within
the patrol.
The Department of Public
Safety, which oversees the patrol
and is also listed as a defendant
in the lawsuit, had not been
aware of the filing, said Tom
Hunter, a spokesman for the
department. It is their policy not
to comment on (lending lawsuits, he said.
The lawsuit said the racist
comments began in 2006 and
occurred over several months.
Johnson said that his boss, Lt.
Michael Vinson, once encouraged Wlodarsky to repeat a racist joke so that several others at
work could hear it.

Orchestra reviewer drops all charges except one
CLEVELAND (API — A longtime
Cleveland
Orchestra
reviewer removed from his beat
has dropped all claims but an
age discrimination complaint
against his newspaper to try to
get a more favorable hearing, his
attorney said yesterday.
Donald Rosenberg, 56, had
been reassigned to cover other
music groups after 16 years as
the orchestra critic for The Plain
Dealer, Ohio's largest newspaper.
His removal from the beat
caused a stir in the arts community, and the Music Critics
Association of North America

asked the newspaper to reinstate
Rosenberg.
Steven Sindell, the attorney
for Rosenberg, said dropping
other federal claims, including
defamation, against the newspaper and Editor Susan Goldberg
allowed the lawsuit to return last
week to state court. He expects
a more balanced handling of
employee-employer cases by an
elected judge, as opposed to a
lifetime federal bench appointee.
The suit seeks more than
$50,000 in damages but doesn't
ask that Rosenberg be reinstated

to the orchestra beat.
The original lawsuit claims
against the leadership of the
orchestra remain intact, including one that the orchestra lobbied to remove Rosenberg as The
Plain Dealer's reviewer because
of critical coverage of the conductor, Franz Welser-Moest. The
Musical Arts Association, which
runs the orchestra, denied doing
anything wrong
Goldberg said she could not
comment on the matter but has
said the paper never allows complaints against a writer to dictate
personnel decisions.

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com
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1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Winner of Free rent for the 2009/2010 School Year
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Feeling overwhelmed?
In Focus shows you howto

rf SEARCH FOR AN INTERNSHIP
By Michelle Bosserman
Reporter

Like most students, senior Maria
Krupienski feels anxious about finding an
internship in her field of study. Looking
for another viewpoint other than friends
and family, Krupienski went to the Career
Center to help with her internship search.
"I really didn't know what I wanted related to my field," tourism/event planning
major Krupienski said. "The Career Center
See SEARCH | Page 8
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WRITE A RESUME
By Andy Ouritl
Reporter

Having the work ethic and skills to succeed in your field is important to secure
that dream job, but lookinggood on paper
is the first step in catching the employer's
eye.
Former student May Soliman was
unsure about her future occupational outlooks when she was an undergraduate student prior to graduating last December.
See RESUME | Page 8
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PREPARE FOR AN INTERVIEW
By Brittany Washington
Reporter

Successful interviewing can be one of
the single most important aspects of
obtaining a desired job.
According to the Career Center's "BIG
lob Search Guide" the first step to outshining the competition during an interview is preparation.
"Preparing can be done in three steps;
knowing yourself, the employer and the
See PREPARE | Page 8
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EFFECTIVELY FOLLOW UP
By John Payna
Reporter

So you nailed it. You remembered to brush
your teeth, iron your slacks and actually
comb your hair. You even showed up on
time. You aced the interview, and now
that the decision (and your resume) is in
their hands, there's nothing further you
can do, right?
Wrong.
See THANKS | Page 8

Time to think about summer internships

f \i I
SL

PHOTO PROVIDED BV Will SCOTT

KYLE REYNOLDS
IN FOCUS EDITOR

It may seem early to be thinking about
what you are doing this summer, especially after I spent yesterday sledding
down the golf course hill in a laundry
basket.
But if you are like me you have no
clue where you will be in a few months
or what you will be doing.

Will I be working as full-time reporter in Ohio this summer or an intern
reporter elsewhere or will I move back
in with my parents and work the same
job I did in high school?
I hope I am not doing the latter, but
now is the time to take initiative and
make sure you are not stocking the
shelves at your local library like 1 used
to or asking people if they want fries
with that.
In this issue of In Focus we are trying to help you by exploring howto find
an internship, make a great resume,
succeed in an interview and follow up
with an employer.

A PUCE WHERE DREAMS COME TRUE: Will Scott, senior public relations major, worked as a merchandising host at Walt Disney
World as a member of the Walt Disney World College Program He currently worb as the BGSU Campus Representative for Disney.

Students wish upon a
star for their dream jobs
By Matt Schoolcraf t
Reporter

It usually takes several years
of paying your dues before a
college graduate can become
part of a Fortune 500 company,
but the Disney College Program
offers a shortcut.
Each semester, the Disney
College Program brings in
5,500 students from around
the nation, in hopes of adding
quality members to the Disney
team.
Will Scott, a senior public
relations major, interned in

Teddy George, a senior
the Walt Disney World College
Program and now works as a InterpersonalCommunications
BGSU Campus Representative major, interned for Disney as a
for Disney,.
sophomore and now works as
Scott found out about the a campus representative for the
program through a fraterni- company.
"I really recommend it to
ty brother who suggested he
attend a recruiting session.
anyone," George said. "lust hav"It blew me away when I sat ing Disney on your resume adds
through it," he said. "All the a lot of credibility."
opportunities it gave, the netGeorge has already secured
working and everything like a job after graduation, which
that."
he believes is largely due to the
Scott was one of many, who experience he gained in the
were intrigued by the idea of
spending a semester with
See DISNEY | Page 8
Disney.

Spring EXPO Job Fair
coming to the University

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today
Interview Fish Bowl: Real
Employers Interview Real
Students
B.A. Building 114,7:30-9 PM

Over 80 companies to visit on Feb. 10-11
By Matt Schoolcraf t
Reporter

The Spring EXPO 2009 Job Fair
is coming up, but the time to
start preparing is now.
Over 80 companies will be
represented at the University on
February 10, all looking for qualified students to fill openings
within their companies.
Students should do their
research and come prepared,
said Susan Gladieux, recruiting
manager at the Career Center

\

Tuesday Feb. 5
"They should be confident. How to Work a Job Fair
Once they do the research, Union 308,5:30- 7 PM
they'll know which ones |companies] that they're interested Thursday Feb. 5
in and they'll know what their How to Wow Them with
opportunities are," Gladieux Your Words: Interviewing
said. "What you put in is what
Tips & Practice
you'll take out."
Gladieux recommends stu- Union 308,3:30-SPM
dents research the companies
through their WorkNet account Tuesday. Wednesday. Feb. 10-11
through MyBGSU, to find which Interview Day (scheduled at
EXPO)
See EXPO | Page 8

Perry Field House. 10 AM- 3 PM (T)
8:30AM-4:1SPM(W)

IN FOCUS
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SEARCH
From Page 7

Iconsultantsl gave me more
u'MMii'h and great Web sites to
look up what I hoped lo find."
[lie Cooperative Education
and Internship l>n>gram (CHP)
al the l im-or Center aims to help
students at the University prepare for a position in a professional workplace. Internships are
i -ingle term of work experience
With one employer, while co-ops
are two terms, [fie program is for
all llniMTsin students and alumni thai have graduated within the
past two years,
Senior Associate Director of the
i arcerCcnlci Michelle Simmons
said the most important part of
the process for students is planning and preparation.
"When you're prepared, you're
open to more things,' Simmons
said "Vbul he ready to talk to
anvbody any employer, at any
lime.'
Consultants provide students
with mote resources and ask

them questions to try' to narrow the internship search and
focus in on what they might w-ant.
Consultations and services provided bv the Career Center are
tee
Senioi lacqueline Giammara
rjecided to go to the Career Center
to funher her career research.
"I just went to the site, made an
appointment, the extra resources and feedback wen' absolutely
helpful,'' Giammara said. "It
never buns to get ahold of someone |else|."
I he CHIP presents workshops for students 10 attend,
like Experience Matters and
Workplace Success, to inform
them about benefits of an internship oi co op. I Aperiencc Matters

THANKS
rf
From Page 7

I he ball's still in your court, sort
of. I it's say its howring above the
net, just wailing for you lo smack
it home for the win. To do this,
you're going to need to drop the
racket and pick up the phone. Al
least that's what recent University
graduate Kyle Gcbhart did.
Alter obtaining a bachelor's
degree in telecommunications in
HtKH). Gebhari went after a position with a record label in New
York City He'd accumulated a
few years worth ol experience at
W lit III I M, and was an ideal candidate for the job.
"The interview was fine," he
said. "Hut I think it's just as important to call hack a few days afterward. II ley like tenacity."
He slammed the ball back
down his opponent)! throat and
(lehhan is now in Charge of new
media at Doghouse Records,
home to bands like The Gel Up
kids and Itxal icons Koufat
A less experienced player.
University of Toledo student
Stephen Walsh let the ball drop
after an interview with the'lbledo
I in as (Jounly Public library.
Man. il was an awesome job,"
he lamented. I would just drive a
big boot truck around all day, getihigpaid like crazy I thought I did
alright in the interview, but I didn't
call back or anything, and neither
■lid they It sucks."
Andrea Domachowski, an
assistant director at the Career
Center on campus, recommended a follow - up phone call, but only
after a taking a simpler step that
sntdents might be accustomed to
doing alter a particularly lucrative
birthday or Christmas.

helps students learn the importance of gaining experience
with an internship and provides
tips on how to attend a job fair.
Workplace Success covers tips for
sntdents to succeed in the workplace after getting an internship.
In the 2007-2(108 school year,
the Career Outer staff prepared
210 workshops that 5,515 students attended, Simmons said.
Students can also use tile
WorkNet database to find an
internship or co-op. livery student has a WorkNet account
through their MYBGSU home
page. Resumes students upload
are reviewed by the Career Center
staff to make sure they meet
the minimum requirements,
Simmons said. WorkNet posts job
openings for employers looking
to hire students and connects the
sntdents to the employers.
While 945 internship and coop positions were posted on
WorkNet in 2007-2008, 2,116 students applied, Simmons said.
"Because of the downturn in
the economy, students need to
anticipate and be more prepared,"
Simmons said. "Students need
to think about their career path,
opportunities and what they
need to do now to be successful
in the workplace."
Sntdents can make appointments with the Career Center
consultants by going to or calling the Career Center. Drop-in
sessions are also available. Each
appointment is catered by the
individual and can last up to an
hour. Students can bring in their
resumes and have thecortsultants
critique them. JTie Queer Center
is located in 322 Conklin North.
Office hours are Monday through
I-'riday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Drop-in
hours are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday 930 am to 1130 a.m.
and 2 p.m. lo 4 p.m.
"The first thing I personally
recommend is writing a thank
you lener," she explained. "A handwritten note is better titan an
e-mail, but just write something
that says. 'Thank you for your
time.' Il gives yrai the opportunity
to restate your skills, and it makes
them re-access your personnel
file."
Those wishing to turn on the
charm might mention something
that struck them during the interview, Domachowski also noted.
Either way, most college students
should be experts on thank you
notes by now.
Any further instructions from
the employer arc obviously to be
followed, Domachowski continued.
"If they ask you to do something
like fill out a reference form or
another application, you should
do it as soon as possible, depending on the timefranie you're working in," she said. "If you haven't
heard back from them a week or
two after sending the letter, then
it's really time for a phone call. You
need to take control of your job
search. You need to know if you're
still in the naming for the job, or
else you'll be wasting time."

From Page 7

In 2000, she switched into her
third major Isupply chain management! during her junior year
and had no idea if this were to
be her last one.
After going lo a Career Center
sponsored event, her occupational stock rose thanks in pan
to them.
Soliman was accepted Into
an internship and a co-op and
eventually landed a job with
Whirlpool. All these opportunities were possible for Soliman
due to her forming a successful
resume through the help of the
employees al the (lareer Center.
"If I didn't utilize |the Career
Center] and their knowledge, I
would have struggled to gel an
internship,' Soliman said.
The Career Center, located in
theSaddlcmireStudcntServices
Building in Conklin. helps students formulate their resumes
in order to prepare them for
their future occupational paths
and life alter college.
While resumes are not the
Career Center's only area of
expertise, they could be the
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PREPARE
From Page 7

industry in which you are
breaking into, and practice,"
said Jessica Turns, assistant
director of the Career Center.
Turos said knowing yourself
and thinking about the skills
you can bring to the job is
important.
"If you know yourself, why
should we hire you should be
an easy question to answer,"
Turns said.
Other suggestions given
both by Turosand the "BIG lob
Search Guide" include being
able to communicate your
goals, knowing your resume
and being able to elaborate on
the information provided, and
being able to reflect upon your
strengths and weaknesses.
The interview guide gives a
general list of necessary information to know about the
employer, including researching the employers mission
statement, annual report,
recruiting literature and Web

site. Knowing the employer
and the industry could benefit in many different areas of
the interviewing process.
"You never know what
the employer is going to ask
you, but if you research the
employer and the industry,
questions will more then
likely be geared toward that
specific field," Turos said.
According to the Interview
Guide behavioral questioning
"is the interview system most
used by employers in Fortune
500 companies and by large
school districts."
"Behavioral interview questions are the most common
interview questions. They are
questions asking about past
performance in order to predict future work ethic," Turos
said.
The best way to answer
these kinds of questions can
be done by using the SOAR
Model, which stands for situation, obstacle, action and
result. Further explanation of
this model can be found in the

Interviewing guide.

to find a job like in Soliman's
case.
"The Career Center will be
able to help and direct you to
make your resume in a way that
employers like to see," Soliman
said.
And employers do like to see
students gaining more experience as they continue their
short, but valuable college
careers.
"The resume is indicative of
everything you have accomplished," said lames C. Wagers,
who is a recruiter and trainer for
Kraft Foods at their Cincinnati
regional offices.
Basing what a person can do
off of their resumes, Wagers has
to decide who he should hire.
With a strong resume, it can
increasingly help someone's
chances over one lacking the
proper tools making it successful.
"The resume is the key to
the door of any organization,"
Wagers said.
To help building a resume,
the Career center has their "BIG
iob Search Guide" which has
many examples of different
kinds of resumes, along with
tips on how to prepare a student

Other important factors to
remember before, during, and
after the interview is to dress
professionally, bring a portfolio of your best work, always
ask for a business card and
send a thank-you letter.
Local business managers tend to agree with all
these important factors and
they noted some of the most
impressive qualities they look
for.
"One thing that really
impresses me is professional
attire, making good eye contact, smiling, and by far the
most impressive thing would
have to bea good handshake,"
said Cory Reinhard, BGSU
Bookstore Customer Service
Supervisor.

someone else look over it
■ Hand deKermg the letter to the

■ L-maing a thank you is accept-

PHOTO KtOVrDtDBYWUSCOTI
MAGIC: Will Scott poses with Minnie Mouse during his time at Wall Disney World. He urges students to apply to the Walt Disney World
College Program, saying 'You'll meet people vnhile you're down ihere. you'll feel closer to the experience and then you'll learn to love it"

able, but it should folow the
same standards as a letter you
would mat.
Spurce 77ie Career Centers '8*5 Job
SeKnGuoe
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DISNEY
From Page 7
Disney College Program.
The opportunities do not end
ihere. Disney encourages the
majority of those who attend
the college program, to follow
up after school by becoming a
professional intern.
Bowling Green alumnus,
Brent Petkus, was in the Disney
College Program last Spring,
lie kept on the Disney path by
working as a professional intern,

once he graduated from BGSU my communication skills and
in December.
learned about marketing myself
"For a professional intern, as a brand."
their hope is that you know the
Students interested in the
company more, beginning on program can learn more by
the business side and then you attending the recruiting sesextend on into Disney," Petkus sions in early March.
said.
Scott urges students to take a
Scott worked as a merchan- further look at the Disney prodising host at the theme park gram.
and said he learned a lot from
"Go to the sessions and see
the experience.
what we all have to offer," Scott
"I definitely learned how to said. "You'll meet people while
build a resume and how to net- you're down there, you'll feel
work with people in my field," closer to the experience and
Scott said."... I also worked on then you'll learn to love it."

Now Leasing for
2009-10 School Year
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
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To view how to get a better understanding of formulating a resume,'
the Career Center offers a BIG Job
Search Guide.

"What I look for during an
interview is a great response to
a question. 1 like to hear more
then a yes or no answer," said
Amanda Denman, Walgreens'
Store Manager.
Any student that wants to
enhance their interview skills
can visit the Career Center at 322
Saddlemire Student Services in
Conklin North.

■ SpeScheck proofread and have

are local

The Career Center critiques resumes
and has drop-in hours on TuesdayThursday from 9:30-1130 a.m. or
takes appointments at 372-2356.

Jessica Turos I assistant director ofjhe Career Center

by addntj a few sentence spedftc to ther company

employer is a good idea if they

for their future regarding occupations. The book is available
at the Career Center, or on their
website through MyBGSU.
WhiletheCarecrCentermight
not be taken advantage of by
everyone on campus, Simmons
and her co-workers are there to
help students, no matter what
their class rank is, if they have
had no experience with internships and co-ops or just looking
for a sense of direction.
"The programs and services
we have go beyond resumes,"
Simmons said referring to the
Career Center's facilities.
While a resume is essential
to get the student's name out
into the work force, it is not the
only part to land them a potential job.
"We can identify students
through a process of identifying
their skills and interests."

"You never know what the employer is going
to ask you, but if you research the employer
and the industry, questions will more than
likely be geared toward that specific field."

■ Personalize each thank -yoj letter

1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009

ANJP

—

most important in order to get
an employer to notice the student applicant.
"What they are trying to look
for is a snapshot of knowledge,
ability and potential neatly
organized on one or two pieces of paper," Senior Associate
Director of the Career Center
Michelle Simmons said of what
employers are looking for in a
student's resume.
For a student to have a successful resume, Simmons suggests proper word choice, listing necessary skills pertaining to the job, how a student
spent their time during school
Itbrough classes taken to volunteer work| and list everything
important an employer would
want to see.
As time goes on. the student
should always be involved with
something geared toward their
occupation, constantly building
experience to gain more knowledge on the field Simmons said.
"A resume is like a live document," she said. "It's never finished due to your ongoing experiences."
Constantly updating and
adding new experiences to a
resume can help when it is time

Tips for writing a thank you

HOUSES! HOUSES!
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EXPO
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companies they want to look
at once they get to the job
fair. Students should review
the supplement that will be
provided around campus, to
help students get everything
in order before attending the
job fair.
The EXPO is open to all
majors and all classes, offering everything from part-time
positions to internships to fulltime post-graduate jobs.
Students should make sure
they present themselves well
by wearing professional attire.
Corey Becker graduated
this past May with a degree in
Communications. He knows
the importance of doing the
research and being prepared.
"The dress for the job fair
is business professional. Make
sure your shirt and pants are
ironed, don't look like you just
rolled out of bed," Becker said.
"As far as interviewing goes, 1
did research on the companies
I was interested in, that way I
would sound intelligent about
the position."
Students who attend the job
fair as freshmen and sophomores will have an advantage
by the time they are seniors
looking for post-graduate positions.
ChrisRivas.aBGSU alumnus
with a degree in International
Business, gained that advantage during his college years.
He attended every job fair held
at BGSU during his time at the
University.
By the time Rivas was a
senior, he was well rounded in
the job fair experience.
"It makes you more comfortable talking to professionals about yourself, which most
college students get zero practice doing in the normal day to
day college life," Rivas said.

Visit us online at
www.bgnewscom

702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

, 2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

DINKYS
PIZZA

SIZE US UP

419 354 1700

1502 E WOOSTEF
(*CIOSS (IOH BUSHMAN)
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SIDELINES

Wire to wire

ESPN deal
makes MAC
a sellout
ANDREW
HARNER

; .
RECRUITING
Cuyahoga Valley
Christian Academy
recruits headed
toBG
back who ran for 6.389 yards

I don't know if you get ramped
up for college football on
Tuesday nights, but I sure don't.
I also don't know il you get
overlyexcited for Mid-American
Conference football, but I do.
If you're in my boat on both
accounts, you won't like to heat

over his high school career,

this: ESPN and the conference

committed to BG yesterday.

now have a deal in place to keep
those "midweek national football program games" in place
until 2016.
Yesterday, it was announced
the MAC and ESPN finalized a
deal to televise at least 25 MAC
football and basketball games
each year through the 2016-2017
season.
From a football standpoint,
all it means is more midweek
late season games.
I'd give a hip-hip-hooray. but
there is nothing hip, nor is there
any hooray in a Tuesday night
football game.
But do I understand why this
agreement is in place?
Of course. It's those green

John Pettigrew. a running

His sister, a standout sprinter
on CVCA's track team, has
also committed to BG.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued coverage of your favorite
Falcon sports teams. We
have a photo highlight of last

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS i rHEBGNEW
POISED: The Falcons were able lo gain the lead early and keep il all night

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS
WALKING TALL Otis Polk led the Falcons n points foi the first time last night.

night's men's basketball game
against Ball State, and we'll
have live blogs from both of

Falcons lead from start to finish, beat Ball State by four

this weekend's hockey games
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1964—The most lopsided
high school basketball game
ever is played in Louisiana
ending with a final score of
211-29.

1963—Jim Thorpe and
Red Grange are elected to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
1936—First players elected
to Baseball Hall of Fame - Ty
Cobb. Babe Ruth, Honus
Wagner. Christy Matthewson

What happened: The Falcons led wire to wire in a 62-58 defeat of Ball

By Andrew Harncr

State.

Sports Editor

Otis Itilk led the way with 13 points
and six rebounds as the Falcons
defeated Ball State 62-58 last night.
However, it was a play in the
second half that really defined the
AT BGNEWSSPORTS.COH: Check
final result
out a photo highlight of last night's men's
In (he second half, BSU was
basketball games against Ball State.
trying to stage a comeback and
hut lie chased it down making it
Brandon Lampley had an open
breakaway in the final two min- one of the big highlights of the
game.
utes
"That was probably the biggest
But just like at Ohio, Chris
Knight came up with a big block defensive play of the game," On
said. "That's a sign of a determined
to deny Lampley with 1:13 left in
team."
the game which would have put
Polk, who stayed out of foul
the Cardinals within two of the
Falcons.
trouble early in the game, had the
"That block was pretty huge for other Falcon block and scored a
season high in points
us," Knight said. "It gave us a boast
to finish the game out strong"
"1 can focus on playing instead
of not focusing on fouls" Polk said.
Orr agreed saying Knight could
have easily given up on the play, "It helped me out a lot not being in

k

Highlight A Chris Knight block with 1:13 left in the game stopped a BSU
breakaway which would have put them within two.
Lowlight: Nate Miller was 2 -for-8 shooting for seven points.
Tha star: Otis Polk had IS points and six rebounds.

foul trouble."
Orr was pleased with the effort
Itilk gave on offense.
"Otis is a big guy and he takes
up a lot of space." On said. "(The
teaml wants to get easy baskets."
The Falcons also used the foul
line to help their cause. As a team,
they were outshot by BSU in the
first half, yet scored four more
points because they made six
more free throws compared to the
Cardinals' one.
By the end of the game, the differential in free throws was 17-6 in
favor of the falcons
Additionally, bench play was key
to the Falcons' success
Both Ball State and BG came

into the gune with eight game
streaks of outsailing their opponents bench.
By compiling a 17-6 advantage
by halftime, the Falcons easily
won that battle by four with 21-17
advantage for the game.
It wasn't all good for the Falcons

though,
Thestar of the past several games,
Nate Miller, struggled last night
going 2-for-8 shooting for just six
points loe lakubowski was l-for-4
on shooting with three points

Fan support
See WIM | Page 10

things with Benjamin Franklin's
face on them.
The Wednesday night Central
Michigan/Ball State game on
Nov. 19. 2008 gained a 1.6 rating, the highest rated Tuesday
or Wednesday night ESPN2
football telecast.
The 2008 MAC championship
game was also a nice draw for
ESPN as an estimated 1.9 million viewers watched as Buffalo
upset Ball State.
So the games are obviously getting viewership, placing
money in both ESPN's and the
MAC's pockets.
But let's step back from the
number of viewers and the dollars and cents for a second and
think about what effect this
scheduling process has on fans
and athletes.
For smaller schools, like those
See MAC | Page 10

and Walter Johnson

The List

Allowing fights could

With Super Bowl XLIII just
days away, we're ranking the
top five individual Super Bowl

help college hockey

performers of all time.

1. Joe Montana: He
adds anot her level of excitement
to the game (which it does).
Fighting In hockey is a vigilante justice system that works,
it protects the innocent and
pays retribution to those who

played in four Super Bowls
and won all of them. He also
won the Super Bowl MVP
award three times. Not to
be forgotten is the drive he

play dirty.

engineered against the
Cincinnati Bengals.

2. Tom Brady: He's
CHRISOHEAItA

been to four Super Bowls
and won three, collecting two

■'■■

TOUGH TIMES: The economic crisis has reached Tampa Bay. with a major shortage of sponsors at this year's big game.

MVP awards along the way.
He hasn't reached the level
of Montana yet. but if he can
get healthy again, he could
someday.

3. Emmitt Smith:
During the 1990s, Smith ran
all over the Buffalo Bills and
the Pittsburgh Steelers for
three Super Bowl victories
alongside Troy Aikman and
Michael Irvin.

4. Jerry Rice: The
greatest receiver to ever live
was always at his best during
the big games. He played in
four Super Bowls with the San
Francisco 49ers. winning the
MVP award once, and winning the game all four times

5. Lynn Swann: He
made big catch after big
catch for the Pittsburgh
Steelers who were known
more for their Steel Curtain
Defense during the 1970s.

Economy affecting Super Bowl XLIII
By Be, Walker
The Associated Press

TAMPA — There were mountains of jumbo shrimp, and caviar everywhere. Muhammad Ali
would show up, maybe amid
a fleet of shiny Cadillacs. Fivestar hotels were packed, and
getting a dinner reservation for
Saturday night was impossible.
Finding a ticket for Sunday was
even harder.
In years past, the Super Bowl
was so much more than a game.
It was an outright orgy of football, glitz and gluttony, a celebration of excess where too
much was never enough.
The No. 1 sporting event
in America is still a big deal.
Nearly 100 million of us will
tune in Sunday night when the
Pittsburgh Steelers play the
Arizona Cardinals.
But in these tough economic
times, it's easy to see: The Super
Bowl is taking a hit, too.
General Motors and FedEx
pulled their TV ads, even
though NBC lowered the price.
Playboy canceled its annual
I

party. Almost 200 fewer media
credentials were issued.
"When I think of the NFL, I
think
of recession-proof,"
Cardinals lineman Elliot Vallejo
said this week. "But that's not
true anymore."
Used to be everywhere you
looked around a Super Bowl
town, all you could see was
advertising. There were commercial booths at every turn.
The headquarters hotel and
media center looked like giant
trade shows.
Now you can look pretty
much everywhere and actually
seethings. Such as empty tables
at local restaurants and vacant
hotel rooms downtown.
siiihi luh does have a sign
on the mezzanine level at
Raymond lames Stadium. The
nationwide ticket broker also
had more than 3,000 seats for
sale, as of midweek. They were
getting less expensive by the
minute.
"In terms of pricing, this
game has become the Limbo
Bowl — how low can it go?"
StubHub spokesman Sean Pate

said. "When it comes to plunking down $7,000 for a weekend,
people are becoming more
pragmatic. They have other
needs."
Dave Gornick hears that
from his pals. Now a dentist
in Gibsonia, Pa., the lifelong
Steelers fan grew up in steelmill country.
"Some of the guys I tailgate
with, they're blue-collar guys
making $30,000 or $35,0O0a
year, and they didn't have
the $1,600 you had to put up
in advance to get into the lottery for Super Bowl tickets," he
said. "In the past. 1 think they
would've done anything to get
to the Super Bowl. Not now, not
with this economy."
On the other hand, it might
be cheaper to go to the game.
While tickets are still pricey — about 15,000 at a record
$1,000 apiece, and 53,000 at
$800 each — another 1,000 cost
$500 — down from last year's
low of $700, the first cut in Super
See ECONOMY | Page 10

During BG's 8-4 loss to Lake
Superior on Saturday, T'omas
Petruska dropped the gloves,
took off his helmet and was ready
to go with the lakers' losh Sim.
but due to college hockey's stupid rule the refs stopped the fight
before punches were thrown.
The refs should have let them
go at it.
Fighting must be allowed in
college hockey and not because it

Without fighting, hockey
becomes an "eye for an eye.
tooth for a tooth" system of
justice, a justice which two
Michigan State players dished
out last Saturday.
In the waning moments of
a 5-3 Michigan'win; Michigan
forward Steve Kampfer obliterated Michigan State's Corey
See HOCKEY | Page 10

Brewer writing her own
comeback story for BG
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

Amber
Brewer
Has made a return
to the team alter
two ACL surgeries

As Amber Brewer sat and looked
at the bars before she started her
first routine this season, all she
could think of was the past two
years and what she worked for.
When she landed the dismount and had made the rou- did.
tine she felt like she wanted to
"After I tore it for the first time.
cry out of happiness. This was I was very upset," Brewer said. "I
the moment she had been wait- had been working towards coming for since finding out about
peting on a college gymnastics
team ever since 1 was little. 1 told
her knee injury.
Brewer, a red-shirt sophomore, myself this was just a bump in
wanted to be the person to break the road and in no time I would
the odds and come back to gym-' be back on the competition
nasties after having not one, but
See GYMNAST
HO
two ACL surgeries.
And that's exactly what she

SPORTS
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WIN

Ohio State recovers from
early flagrant, beats UM

From Page 9

The attendance to last night's
game was announced at 1,847, a
very respectable turnout considering die winter weather conditions
that caused classes to be canceled
for most of the day.
Orr said he is thankful for every
fan who comes out to the games
but wants to see more students
in Anderson Arena as the season
rolls on.

By Rusty MilUr
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS—When you think
of Michigan vs. Ohio State, you
think of hard hitting.
But in basketball?
Evan Turner scored 14 of his
22 points as Ohio State built
an 18-point first-half lead and
the Buckeyes hung on to beat
Michigan 72-54 last night in a
chippy showdown between the
rivals.
The game was held up for
several minutes near the finish after Michigan'sZack Novak
elbowed Ohio State's P.). Hill in
the face. The officials separated
the players before the skirmish
escalated. Novak was called for
a flagrant foul and was ejected
from the game.
"Hegot me good though," said
Hill, who said his jaw was sore

Injury report
Marc [arson will have surgery
tomorrow to repair what die team
believes to be a torn meniscus.
Orr said the team isn't sure of the
severity of die damage or how long
Larson will be out, calling him out
indefinitely.
Larson's injury will allow two
players, Scon Thomas and Fjik
Marschall, to see more minutes.
Last night, the pair posted 16
points and three rebounds.
"|Erik's| a guy that can give us
some offense," On said. "He's serious about basketball."

HOCKEY
From Page 9

Tropp with a clean open ice hit.
Immediately following the hit
fellow Spartan Andrew Conboy
chased down kampfer sucker
punching the Michigan player
in the back of the neck driving
him headfirst into the boards.
Tropp, who had been the
recipient of the Kampfer hit, had
gotten back to his feet skated
towards Kampfer's motionless
body and slashed the Wolverine
in the back of the neck.
Minor scrums resulted from
the attack, but the only person
to directly come to Kampfer's
defense wasn't on the ice during
the attack. According Michigan
campus police a man entered
the Michigan State locker room
after the game and engaged in
physical contact with a Spartan
player.
That man was Bruce Kampfer.

the father of the victim.
The repercussions for the
attack have been felt during the
past week.
Conboy has dropped out of
school and Tropp has been suspended for the season.
Police are investigating both
the on ice attack and the older
Kampfer's charge into the
Spartan locker room.
The younger Kampfer, who
has a history of neck problems,
is amazingly going to play this
weekend against Notre Dame.
Fighting could have prevented this.
The more civilized revenge
for Kampfer's hit should have
come from the fists of Conboy
or Tropp. not Tropp's stick blade
across Kampfer's neck.
Fighting in hockey is not
thoughtless violence, it keeps
the game clean as the major
deterrent from running another player head first into the
boards.
Penalties and suspensions
are a mere afterthought during the heat of a game, but the

WINTHROP
TERRACE ECONOMY
& SUMMIT
TERRACE And tickets that cost $2,500 or
GAS/HEAT

FREE
WATER

HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

FREE
HASSLE

ALSO INCLUDED
Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities

from the shot. "I thought I was
going to get the rebound. I had
a step on him. But he gave me a
step purposely so he could get
me in the jaw."
Ohio State coach Thad Matta
said he didn't see it but was
pleased that the elbow didn't
erupt into something more.
"I don't know if it was kind
of like a punch or it was a high
elbow," Michigan coach John
Beilein said. "(Novak) was boxing out. I know t here was a lot of
talk going on. At the same time,
my guess is that they threw him
out (because) he made a mistake that he'll learn from."
The officials seemed as confused as anyone when play
was halted after the contact. A
crowd of more than 16,000 fans
booed and screamed insults
at Novak as he trotted off the
court.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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in the MAC, a lot of the football revenue and attendance is
drawn from alumni.
Alumni, unlike many students, have real jobs they have
to be at. meaning a game time
of 6 p.m., many alumni aren't
going to have the time to drive
to whatever school they may
have graduated from only
to watch a game, get home
around midnight and go to
work the next morning.
But for students, many of
who don't have evening classes and some who aren't afraid
to skip those evening classes,
the allure of ESPN being at
their stadium and the chance
at being on national TV can
influence them to come out.
And they oftentimes do.
But going back to money for
a second, don't forget the students get in for free, and their
attendance basically gives the
team zero revenue.
More so, these games hurt

theathletes.Wait.Letmerephrase
that, the student-athletes.
Having to travel hundreds
of miles on a Tuesday or
Wednesday can equal several
missed classes. 1 know athletes
get some leeway when it comes
to that, but missing class can
still have negative effects.
Whether you're an athlete or
not, if you miss class the day a
professor says "now this will
be on the exam," you missed
your chance.
I'm not trying to say football
players aren't capable of studying the material well enough
they don't need that reminder,
but any student will tell you
that extra notice helps.
More so than those two
aspects, for me at least, is this
deal ruins the integrity of college football, a sport where
painted chests and faces, tailgating parties and school pride
reign supreme on a Saturday
morning outside the stadium
before thousands of fans join
together for the collective purpose of rooting on their team.
There are exceptions as
Thursday and Friday night
games have been popular for
quite awhile now, but how are
you supposed to get riled up
for a Tuesday night game when
you've already done plenty
during the day to wear you
out?
For me, in the world of
November sports, this is how
the mainstream sports schedule should look.
Monday - basketball
Tuesday - basketball
Wednesday - basketball
Thursday - basketball/college football
Friday - basketball/college

"These games
hurt the athletes.
Wait. Let me
rephrase that, the
student-athletes."
football

Saturday - college football
Sunday - pro football
College football was not
born to be played in the middle
of the week. Football players
are known as "weekend warriors" for a reason; they play on
weekends.
Now it wouldn't be fair of
me to not mention that both
men's and women's basketball
get some ESPN time under this
new deal as well, and since
college basketball is played
every day of the week, I have
no qualm with that.
I also don't have a qualm
with the MAC trying to get the
conference more exposure and
better financial standing.
The more bowls this conference gets and the more
national exposure they get, the
more likely they are to get better non-conference competition which will allow them to
get into better bowls, meaning
more revenue.
I'm not going to pretend college football isn't a business
because it is just the same
among the Big Ten as it is the
MAC.
I just wish the MAC wouldn't
sell out the integrity of college football in the process of
doing this earning themselves
an extra Benjamin or two.

ETHAN M»G0C I THE BG NEWS

GYMNAST

BOYS WILL BE BOYS: A fight was broken up at last weekend's game in BG.

possibility of having your face
pounded in by the other teams
enforcer, that will make a player
think twice about cheap shoting an opponent.
In addition to protection of
the innocence through vigilante justice, fighting also adds an
extra excitement factor to the
game.

No one leaves the arena during a fight, no one even sits
down during a fight. Some fans
even go to hockey games just
to see two players fight and in
ail reality what are the cons of
fighting?
Five minutes in the box?
Better than a night in the hospital after a cheap shot.

"These are difficult and painful

From Page 9

steps. I would like to be able to report

Bowl history.

that we are immune to the troubles

more from scalpers and brokers
around us, but we are not."
could be selling at face value bv
kickoff.
Roger Goodell | NFL Commissioner
"I haven't seen empty stadiums yet. I haven't seen games
being blacked out on TV
The league won't feel the big- said. "With Barack Obama
because they haven't sold out," gest effects from the recession as our president, maybe it'll
Cardinals defensive end Travis until it's tjme for fans to renew change in the next two years."
LaBoy said. "But they're say- and buy season tickets,
Too late for Warrick Dunn.
ing this is the lowest price for
"There's no secret on sponOne of the most popular playa Super Bowl ticket. That's the sorship, advertising, licensing ers in Tampa Bay history, Dunn
economy, tenfold."
— those numbers are going to and Buccaneers teammate
In a week or so, the NFL plans be impacted by the current Derrick Brooks planned to hold
to make a more painful cut, climate. We're aware of that," a charity event while the Super
reducing 10 percent of its staff.
Goodell told The Associated Bowl was in town. Widely rec"These are difficult and pain- Press before Thanksgiving.
ognized for their community
ful steps," commissioner Roger
"We're still, unfortunately, in service, they were all set to host
Goodell recently wrote in a the beginning stages of this. the Brooks & Dunn Inaugural
memo to employees. "But they And most of our tickets are sold Golf Classic this week.
are necessary in the current in the spring. And so '09 is going
Many locals figured that if
cconomicenvironment. I would to be more of a barometer of anyone in the area could put on
like to be able to report that how impactful the economic a successful outing, it was these
we are immune to the troubles environment's going to be on two. But earlier this month, the
around us, but we are not."
the NFL," he said.
event was canceled. Not enough
Still the gold standard in
Steelers tackle leremy Parquet corporate sponsorship and supsports worldwide, the league is busy these days checking his port.
with annual revenues of S6.5 long-term investments, finan"We raised a good amount
billion is paying the price. But cial portfolios and retirement of money, but we were hoping
with television money already accounts.
for more," Dunn said. "I guess
locked in and most tickets com"We're lucky because as ath- it's not surprising, given these
mitted in advance, the NFL is letes, we make good salaries. tough times. People don't have
far from struggling.
But everyone is affected," he as much money to spend."

From Page 9

floor."
Unfortunately, for Brewer,
this process took a bit longer
than expected because of the
second ACL tear.
"When the doctor told me I
had torn it for the second time,
I felt like my world was falling
apart," she said. "Gymnastics
has been a huge part of rtty
life since I was three and 1 was
unsure if I was going to be able
to do it again."
Brewer was out for two competitive seasons, but returned
at the beginning of this season
for the team's first meet against
Northern Illinois. Returning to
competition, however, was no
easy task.
While her teammates were
training in practices, Brewer
was doing therapy. In the morning, at least three times a week,
she went to the Sebo Center to
go through extra therapy.
"Therapy from ACL surgery is
very tedious and time consuming. Right after surgery, the
main focus was getting back
full range of motion," Brewer
said.
After that tedious process,
she began strengthening the
muscles around the knee and
relearning how to walk and go
up stairs correctly. Once able to
do everyday activities without
a problem, the trainers started
working on agility training.
Finally, after six months
of strictly therapy, she was
allowed to start the slow return
to gymnastics.
"I don't think that I would be
having the success that I am
having today if it wasn't for the
hard work of my athletic trainers," Brewer said.

In this 2009 season, Brewer
has competed in all three
meets. In the second meet of
the season, against Ball State,
Brewer recorded her first collegiate win on the bars with a
score of 9.750.
With her win, coach Kerrie
Beach was very pleased.
"To see her come back and
compete on her home turf and
do so well is just amazing,"
Beach said. "We are so proud of
her accomplishments so far."
This season, Brewer is looking forward to having fun competing again. While she thinks
this season is going well so
far, she believes she needs to'
improve her bar routine and
she has high expectations for
herself.
"I have individual goals on
bars to keep improving my
score as the season goes on
which will hopefully help my
team qualify for Regionals," she
said. "Since bars are the only
event that I am really training
in, I feel like I have plenty of
time to perfect it."
Brewer was not ready to give
up on her dream yet, which
was to compete in gymnastics
at the college level. She said it
was such an amazing opportunity when Beach offered her a
spot on the team that she had
to do everything possible to get
back to BG athletics.
Gymnastics are a huge part
of Brewer's life. Everyday going
into practice, she likes a new
challenge and is eager to see
what kind of assignments the
coaches are going to throw at
her.
"I love being out there in front
of the crowd and getting the
adrenaline rush," Brewer said.
"1 like being part of a team. Here
at Bowling Green, we are like a
big family."

■
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Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

;

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

HmnHouie
1S1 > E. wooitlr St.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St

Now Renting
2009-2010
School Year!

114 S. Main St. 1
117 M. Main St. 1

419-352-9378

Student Housing

meccabg.com

Newlove Rentals

109 1/2 N. Main St.
i

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
..
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Early voting begins in Iraq
provincial elections

Thursday. January 29.2009 11
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By Brian Murphy
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The Associated Press
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BAGHDAD — Soldiers, hospital patients and even prisoners
filled ballot boxes yesterday in
special eariy voting for provincial elections that will be a test
for Iraqi forces trying to prevent
violence and could set up future
political showdowns for Iraq's
leadership.
A smooth election could
encourage supporters of a fastpaced withdrawal of U.S. combat troops by next year, but any
major irregularities or bloodshed in Saturday's main voting
could raise worries about the
readiness of Iraq's institutions.
There were reports of only
sporadic attacks during the eariy
voting — called so police and
military units could cast ballots
before being deployed for the
full-scale vote.
It also included prisons and
many hospitals, including a
maternity ward in the southern
city of Najaf where 21-year-old
Salwa Majid filled out a ballot
with one hand and cradled her
hours-old son with the other.
" It's my duty to vote for a better
Iraq," she said, showing off her
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BALLOTS: An Iraqi police officer casts her vote in the country's provincial elections in
Baghdad, Iraq, yesterday.

index finger tinted with purple
ink — used in Iraq to identify
voters.
In the northern oil hub of
Kirkuk, hundreds of soldiers in
camouflage uniforms streamed
into an elementary school to
stuff their paper ballots into
clear plastic bins.
"We have come here to vote as
a kind of defiance to the terrorists," said Sgt. Abdul-labar Khalf.
Later in Kirkuk province, gunmen killed two police officers
guarding a school used as an
early election center, said police
and medical officials, who spoke
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S m the bank
Manhattan neighborhood
'60s musical
Spanish hero
Spanish article
Focal point
Head-to-head contest
Tip or Eugene
Pairs of twins
Top guests
Miscellany
Letters on Cardinals'
caps
4£
Affirmative
5C
Capital of the Ukraine
Polliwogs
51
Cerebrum's neighbor 5A
Comaneci and others 56
King in "The Tempest" 58
Biblical prophet
Moon: pref
One of two close
nvals
Lock horns
Modify for new use
Former Sov. unit
Reg. agcy.
Neighbor of Swed.
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on condition of anonymity
because they weren't authorized
to release the information.

In prisons across Iraq, inmates
in orange jumpsuits filed in one
by one to vote.
Faraj al-Haidari, the head of
the election commission, said
voting was open to any detainee awaiting trial — even those
accused of insurgent attacks or
links to al-Qaida in Iraq — but
those sentenced to more than
five years in prison were not
eligible. The rules also covered
thousands of Iraqis still held in
U.S. military custody, he said.

U.S. tennis great
Reverse an action
Boastful
Anthracite, e.g.
Part of speech
Make happy
Small gray-and-black songbird
Hayley of "Pollyanna"
Shinto temple gateway
Snobbery
GOP rival
Verbena plant
Approx.
"The Four Seasons" composer
Part of m.p.g.
Ayres and Wallace
Carried out
Phony
Seine islands
Game similar to keno
Nabokov novel
Audience loudmouth
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60
64
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D.C. old-timer
Rehan and Huxtabie
In addition
Restaurant employee
Late starter?
Henry VIII's court painter
Get the point
Profit makers
Departs
Arboreal lemur
"Gidget" star
Tractor name
Takes to court
Sinewy
Conforms
AC/DC power
Acerbic
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Help Wanted
SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer lor slow pitch Softball in BG
Earn $20 per game. For more mlo.
contact: jtreeger@woh.rr.com

Classified Ads

419-372-6977

The Associated Press
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Chinese leader offers

DAVOS, Switzerland — Chinese
Premier Wen liabo brought cautious optimism to (he World
Economic Forum yesterday,
predicting that his country will
achieve its target of 8 percent economic growth this year despite
the global financial meltdown.
Wen called for enhanced U.S.China cooperation to address the
issue, even as he and Russian
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
obliquely criticized the United
States, blaming a relentless
pursuit of profits for the worst
financial crisis since the Great
Depression.
•
Both Wen and Putin said the
crisis had impacted their countries' economies, but Putin
refrained from specific forecasts.
Wen conceded that creating 8
percent growth — the rate China
needs to avoid unemployment
and social unrest — was "a tall
order," but he said it was attainable with growth in China "on
the track of steady and fast devtilopment."
Even so, the rate would represent retrenchment for China,
where growth in 2008 hit a sevenyear low of 9 percent. That broke
a five-year streak of double-digit
expansion. Still, Wen voiced confidence.
"Will China's economy continue to grow fast and steadily?
Some people have doubts about
it," he said. "Yet, I can give you
a definite answer: yes it will. We
are full of confidence."
Wen's lightly veiled criticism
of the United States and Western
financial institutions came as he
listed the causes of the financial crisis. He cited "an unsustainable model" of low savings
and high consumption, a "blind
pursuit of profit" and "a lack of
self-discipline" among financial
institutions as well as a failure of
regulators to keep up with new
financial instruments.
Putin, who called the crisis a
"perfect storm" that was wreaking destruction on all corners of
the global economy, refrained
from blaming the U.S. directly
— but pointedly noted that just

Manicurist's boards
Having actual existence: Lat.
Woodlands ruminant
Actor Bostwick
Praise
Actor Julia
Dundee dagger
Suggestion
Cry
Broadcast
Church vow
Bird's bill
Mil. honor

BRYNJABGAUTI I AP PHOTO

NEW PRIME MINISTEfc Iceland's Social Affairs Minister Johanna Sigurdardottir
speaks to the media following party negotiations in Reykjavik. Iceland, yesterday.

MICHELEUIER ! 4PPH0I0

FORUM: Chinese Premier Wen Jlabao
gestures while speaking during a session
al the World Economic Forum in Davos.
Switzerland yesterday.

a year ago at Davos American
delegates emphasized the U.S.
economy's fundamental stability.
"Today, investment banks —
the pride of Wall Street — have
virtually ceased to exist," a fact
he said spoke louder than any
public tongue-lashing.
The annual meeting of politicians, well-heeled business leaders and well-meaning activists
and celebrities gathered under a
pall that has seen personal fortunes trimmed, companies shuttered and hundreds of thousands
of jobs lost. President Barack
Obama's top economic policy
makers did not attend.
People are "depressed and
traumatized," Rupert Murdoch,
chief executive of News Corp.
said at the first full day of the
forum. He noted that worldwide
some "$50 trillion of personal
wealth" had vanished since the
crisis worsened with the Sept. 15
collapse of U.S. investment bank
Lehman Brothers.
"The size of the problem confronting us today is larger than in
the 1930s," said billionaire philanthropist George Soros.
The scope of the decline was
evident even among the gift bags
that attendees — who pay thousands of dollars to participate
— received this year. Instead of
loaded personal digital assistants, fine Swiss chocolates and
gadgets, they got basic, bluehued pedometers, suggesting
shoe leather instead of limos as a
way to get to meetings.
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Iceland appoints new
interim prime minister
D.wid Stringer
Associated Press Writer

REYKJAVIK, Iceland —Iceland's
next leader will be an openly gay
former flight attendant who parlayed her experience as a union
organizer into a decades-long
political career.
Both
parties
forming
Iceland's new coalition government support the appointment
of lohanna Sigurdardottir, the
island nation's 66-year-old social
affairs minister, as Iceland's
interim prime minister.
"Now we need a strong government that works with the
people," Sigurdardottir told
reporters yesterday, adding that
a new administration will likely
be installed Saturday.
Sigurdardottir will lead until
new elections are held, likely
in May. But analysts say she's
unlikely to remain in office —
chiefly because her center-left
Social Democratic Alliance isn't
expected to rank among the
major parties after the election.
In opinion polls, it trails the
Left-Green movement, a junior
partner in the new coalition.
Iceland's previous conservative-led government failed
Monday after the country's
banks collapsed last fall under
the weight of huge debts
amassed during years of rapid
economic growth.Thecountry's
currency has since plummeted,
while inflation and unemployment arc soaring.
Former Prime Minister
Geir Haarde won't lead his
Independence Party into the
new elections because he needs

treatment for throat cancer.
While Haarde endured angry
protests for months and had
his limousine pelted with eggs,
polling company Capacent
Gallup said Sigurdardottir was
Iceland's most popular politician in November, with an
approval rating of 73 percent.
She was the only minister to
see her rating improve on the
previous year's score, Capacent
Gallup said yesterday. The poll
of 2,000 people had a margin of
error of plus or minus 3 percent.
"It's a question of trust, people
believe that she actually cares
about people," said Olafur
Ilardarson, a political scientist
at the University of Iceland.
Sigurdardottir is seen by
many as a salve to the bubbling
tensions in Iceland. Thousands
have joined anti-government
protests recently. Last week,
police used tear gas for the first
time in about 50 years to disperse crowds.
"She is a senior parliamentarian, she is respected and
loved by all of Iceland," said
Environment Minister Thorunn
Sveinbjarnardottir, a fellow
Alliance party member.
The new leader is known for
allocating generous amounts
of public funding to help the
disabled, the elderty and organizations tackling domestic violence.
But conservative critics say
Sigurdardottir's leftist leanings
and lack of business experience
won't help her fix the economy,
"lohanna is a very good woman
— but she likes public spending,
she is a tax raiser," Haarde said.
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"09-10 SY few remaining houses
Large-315 8 321 E Merry.
few 1st semester leases 09-10,
1 -2 bedroom apts.
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325
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•AVAIL NOW 2 BR apts low as S44E
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
2009-2010
3 BR, 2BR & 1 BR avail
Call 419-354-9740.

Campus Events
SPRING EXPO is February 10th Are you ready?
Interview Fishbowt: Observe real
interviews with real employers!
Thurs Jan 29. 7:30-9:00pm. BA 114

3 BR house S825/mo w/ C'A. W/D
avail 8/15A09
3 efficiency apts. 1 three room $375
& 1 one room for $290 avail 5/15
Call 419-601-3225

Personals

3 BR units. 1/yr lease, avail May 09
4th & 5th St
2 BR apts. 1 fyr lease, avail May or
Aug 09. 4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
All draught beer only $2 a pint!
Call 419-352-9638

3/4 BR apt for rent, recently updated
small pets ok 619 High St. BG
3 or more unrelated OK
Call 419-308-3525
4 BR house. 1/yr lease, avail. May.
close to downtown, $1.400/mo
Call 419-897-5997.

Help Wanted
IBARTENOING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
!STOP! Struggling With Your Weight
Learn how I lost over 115 pounds.
Serious people, call 419-601-5179

4 BR. one S 1/2 baths, washer/dryer
large deck, and garage.
Call 419-305-5987
426 E Wooster Lg 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan com
BG massage therapist needs model
for handbook & video. 2-4 hrs/wk.
$14mr. female w/ reddish hair. Fit.
engaging, confident. Photo a plus..
Send brief bio & contact info by
Feb. 4th to myo-fit@myo-tit.com

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
Make up to $75 for online survey,
student opinions needed
www.cashtospend.com

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts for 2009-2010
Great locations/low sec dep
Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
House w/ 6 BR, 2 baths & laundry.
916 Third St
Call 419-308-7955.

Careglver needed PT in home M-F
in Perrysburg, educ. major pref
Call 419-874-5156

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours: 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments com
Roommates needed to share house
$300 a month 878 W Wooster
Avail Jan 09 Call 419-308-7596

NOW RENTING for
FALL 2009
-DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTSEnterprise Square Apts.
Heinz Apartments
Columbia Court Apts.
Mercer Manor

~tom»*l*ie Weeks
"—
FREE
Tanning

For Rent

ihe BG Nesss will nol Inn.ilivh accept
advertisements that discriminate, oi
encourage discrimination agamsl any
Individual or group on Ihe oasis of race.
-<■>.,ulci, erred religion national origin
sexual orientation. dlsainllts HUM M I
vcleran. Of on Ihe basis ol any older legally
pmieitrd Mam*

• Free Internet Access

- Air Conditioning

- 3 Large Bedrooms

- 2 Full Baths
- Garbage Disposal

• Dishwasher
• Plenty of Parking
• Fully Furnished Apis.

- Walking Distance to Campus
- On Site Laundry Facility
- Microwavesiin*;iUsviit"i*itir»iHi

■ Fireplace In Many Units . „w

or, year [Mm

■ 24 Hour Maintenance

(ireenbriar Rentals: (4l')i 352 - 0717
w\. «.»reen I)ri;i rrenI;i Is.com
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Obama approves historic
$819 billion stimulus plan
By David Espo
The Assooaled Press

WASHINGTON — In a swift victory for President Barack Obama,
tht'Democratic-controlled I louse
approved a historically huge $819
billion stimulus bill yesterday
evening with spending increases
and tax cuts at the heart of the
young administration's plan to
revive a badly ailing economy.
The vote was 244-188, with
Republicans unanimous in
opposition despite Obama's pleas
for bipartisan support
"We don't have a moment to
spare," Obama declared at the
White House as congressional
allies hastened to do his bidding
in the face of the worst economic
crisis since the Great Depression.
The vote sent the bill to the
Senate, where debate could
begin as early as Monday on a
companion measure already taking shape. Democratic leaders

"Another week that
we delay is another
100,000 or more
people unemployed."
David Obey | Chairman

have pledged to have legislation
read)' for Obama's signature by
mid-Febniary.
A mere eight days after
Inauguration Day, Speaker Nancy
Pelosi said Tuesday's events heralded a new era. "The ship of
state is difficult to rum," said the
California Democrat. "But that is
what we must do. That is what
President Obama called us to do
in his inaugural address."
With unemployment at its
highest level in a quarter-century,
the banking industry wobbling
despite the infusion of staggering sums of bailout money and

states snuggling with budget crises, Democrats said the legislation was desperately needed.
"Another week that we delay
is another 100,000 or more
people unemployed. I don't
think we want that on our consciences," said Rep. David Obey,
D-Wis., chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee and
one of the leading architects of
the legislation.
Republicans said the bill was
short on tax cuts and contained
too much spending, much of
it wasteful and unlikely to help
laid-off Americans
The party's leader. Rep. lohn
Boehner of Ohio, said tile measure "won't create many jobs, but
it will create plenty of programs
and projects through slow-moving government spending." A
GOP alternative, comprised
almost entirely of tax cuts, was
defeated, 266-170, moments
before the final vote.

Feds use unique tactics hoping to lift recession
Jeannine Avars*
The Associated Press

PLANS FOR FUTURE: President Barack Obama makes remarks on the economy, yesterday, in the East Room in Washington following a
meeting with business leaders

WASHINGTON — The federal
Reserve signaled yesterday that it
stands ready to use new unconventional tools, or expand existing ones, to spur lending and
consumer spending that could
help lift the economy out of a
painful recession.
The Fed also agreed to keep
the targeted range for the federal
funds rate between zero and 0.25
percent for "some time'' to help
brace the economy. Economists
predict the Fed will keep the
funds rate, the interest banks
charge each other on overnight
loans, at that record low level
through the rest of this year.
With its key lending rate to
banks already near zero, the Fed
pledged anew to use "all available

tools" to revive the economy.
Specifically, the Fed said it is
"prepared" to buy longer-term
Treasury securities if the circumstances warrant such action. At its
previous meeting in December,
the Fed said it was merely evaluating that option.
Jeffrey Lacker, president of
die Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, was the sole dissenter on this point. I Ie wanted the
Bed to move fonvard on buying
the securities.
Doing so would help drive
down mortgage rates and provide help to the stricken housing
market, economists said.
For example, many 30-year
fixed-rate mortgages and other
home loans, are pegged to the
10-year Treasury note. If the Fed
were to buy that security, it would
push down rates on mortgages

connected to it. The same logic
would apply to other Treasury
securities.
"So many cpnsumer rates
are pegged to Treasury rates
— homes, cars," said Joel Narotf,
president of Naroff Economic
Advisors. "If the economy is
to recover, consumers need to
borrow and need to borrow at
reasonable rates. The Fed made
clear that it is prepared to make
that happen."
The Fed also said it "stands
ready" to expand another program aimed at providing relief to
the crippled mortgage market
Under that program, the Fed is
buying up to $500 billion in mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie
Mac and Ginnie Mae. It also has
agreed to buy up to $100 billion
of Fannie and Freddie debt.

RE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
TER • 24-HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DOMES
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